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Page 1 — Washington Letter,
Miscellaneous articles.
Pages 2 and 3—Local and other
news; public and private sale
ad vers., etc.
Pages 4 and 5 — Short stories,
miscellaneous articles.
Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial
comment,State news, etc.
Page 8 — Agricultural reading
matter.
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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

J.

TV* ROYER, UK* D»,

Practising Physician,
TRAPP®, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic HalL

Y. WEBER, M. D„

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Hours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17e

8. B. HORNING, M. D.,

Practising Physician,

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

J- H. HAMER, M.

Homeopathic Physician.
COLLEGEYILLE, PA. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

-pi A.KRUSEN, M. D.,

40 9 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Hours, 8 to 9
2 to 8
7 to 8

T elephones, Bell 301-x
Keystone 169
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

I . SHOMO,
H ARVEY
Attorney-at- Law
821 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN. PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSPORD.
Both ’Phones.

jrjERBERT U. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

jyjAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,

Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH S. KRATZ,

Attorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th

and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

I., EVANS,

P

W. SCHEIJREN’S

SHAVING PARLOR,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

p p Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest gradés of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

MONEY CHANGERS.

828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAAt residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

They Must Keqp Posted on European
Coins and Counterfeits.
“I never realized until today,” said a
man who had ju st returned from Eu
rope, “w hat an undertaking it la to be
a money changer.
“I came back with about $20 in for
eign money, principally French
Italian. This I took to a mo. ■/
changer’s, to cash in.
“He looked over the coins rapidly,
throwing them into little piles and put
ting down notes on a slip of paper.
When he had cleared up the lot he
said I had $10.25 coming to me.
“At first I thought he was doing me,
but he was n o t He showed me a
dozen or so Italian coins th at had been
demonetized and were worth about 40
cents on the dollar. There was a nice
little pile of counterfeits that were not
worth a cent, and altogether only
about a third of the coins th at I
brought home were worth their full
value.
“The only consolation I had was that
I thanked my stars I am in the insur
ance business and not in the exchange
business, for my pbor little bralr
could not carry half the things that
those fellows have to remember.”
The man with the coins did not ex
aggerate. There are thousands of dif
ferent coins floating about that a
money changer has to know. He has
to keep In mind every demonetized
coin made within the last hundred
years.
in addition to that, there are counter
feits. The immigrants bring over heaps
of bad coins. Many of them buy up
counterfeits cheap, with the hope of
exchanging them at Ellis island.
Then there are the coins of the South
American countries. They are worse
than those of the European countries.
Brazil, for Instance, has a scheme all
its own. Certain notes are good for ten
years. After that time for every year
they lose 10 per cent of their face
value until the whole value is used up
and they are worth only the paper
they are printed on.
As one man expressed it, you have to
know the history of the world to be a
money changer. A peculiar part of the
business is the reshipment of coins
back to the countries whence they
came. Often during the rush seasoi
one firm sends back a million coins,
while it is estimated th at in the course
of a year $10,000,000 in foreign money
is reshipped to Europe and a million to
the rest of the world.
Money changing is a business just
like any other They do not exchange

Attorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, Collkgkvillk, P a., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6,
1-26.

JOHN S. HIJNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
KAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

^ R T H U R G. ASH,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent,

TKAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
3-16

J ^ R . FRANK BRAM DRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

jQR. S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gat
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

“ in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL LENS.
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
he kry pto k

T
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N O R R IS T O W N .

Jp S. BOONS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
stone, etc. Estimates furnished, wfork con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

T ?D W A R D D A V ID ,
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 4VSam ples of paper
always on hand.

HE MADE ONE MISTAKE.

Quaint Persian Tale of the Taming oi
the Shrew.
In Persia a wealthy man will often
V e te rin ary S u rg e o n ,
have a friend of whose society he is
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
fond living in the house with him. Ab
Bell ’Phone 28 x.
dullah was such a friend to Aly Khan,
a very wealthy and Influential mer
chant of Ispahan, who was delighted
8. FOLEY.
with his charm and cleverness and so
Contractor and Builder, pleased with hts services that he
thought he would make a very good
TRAPPE, FA
son-in-law and suggested him as such
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
to his beautiful daughter. She was
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
very overbearing and bad tempered;
but, thinking that Abdullah was rathei
HAVE. YOU
good looking, she agreed to I t They
were married. Soon his friends came
HEADACHE- to
congratulate him, among them
Eetters Blur?
Housseyn, who was known to have a
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT. very overbearing and bad tempered
wife. He said, “I congratulate yon on
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 High Street, Pottstowu, Pa. your marriage,” and then he asked the
bridegroom, “Are you really happy
with a woman who is known to have
Y J N, BARNDT,
such a bad temper?” “I assure you
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
that she Is perfectly charming and
CONTRACTOR FO R A L L K IN D S OF
that I am perfectly happy.” “May I
Brick and Stone Masonry, ask how you manage It?”
“Certainly,” answered Abdullah. “On
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar the night of the marriage I went into
anteed. map- SPECIAL ATTENTION TO her apartments In full uniform with
JOBBING.
3-6
my sword on. She did not take any
notice of me, but put on a supercilious
air and made a parade of <stroking her
QHAKLE8 N. BARNDT,
cat. I quietly picked up her cat and
cut off his head with my sword, took
ARCHITECT,
the head in one hand, the body In the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
other and threw them out of the win
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. dow. My wife was amazed, but did
Patronage solicited.
2-7.
not show It. After a few seconds she
broke Into a smile and has been a
most
submissive and charming wife
S. G. FINHBINER,
ever since.”
u .
Honsseyn went straight home and
Real Estate and Insurance, put on his uniform and went into the
harem. The domestic pet came to
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
greet him. He seized It with the hand
PUBLIO. ROYERSFORD, PA.
that was accustomed to caress It, drew
hls sword and with a single blow de
capitated i t At the same moment he
JOHN J. RADULIFF,
received a blow In the face delivered
by hls shrewish wife and before he
Painter and Paper Hanger recovered from his astonishment a sec
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ond and a third. “I can see to whom
you have been talking,” the lady
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. hissed, “but you are too late. It was
Your patronage solicited.
on the first day th at you ought to have
done this.”

JJEMRY BOWER,

Attorney-at- Law,

rjlHOMAN HALLMAN,

money; taey"0uy It,' an<T wnen you go
there with foreign coins they buy them
from you a t a stated price. When yog
go there to get foreign coins you buj
them from them at a certain price just
as you buy eggs and cigars.—New York
Sun.

my opinion. The monotbny of the des
ert by day and the bed of camels’ sad
dles at night, the evil smell of camels
and the slowness of their drivers and
the acrid, choking smoke of the little
fire on which one’s food Is cooked—
none of these things is so trying to
the foreigners as the sleepiness which
attacks one in this high region. This
to me was a real torture.. Traveling
through the cold night with no other
company than dull Chinese, who seem
to sleep while walking alongside the
camels or while sitting on their backs,
and being weighed down by heavy
sleepiness is the worst thing I have
endured.
“You sit on your horse and, in spite
of every effort, fall asleep. Presently
you wake up and find yourself on the
ground with your horse standing be
wildered at your side, wondering
whether you are alive or dead. Then
you try to keep yourself awake by
walking and talking a. bit to the camel
drivers, but you soon find th at they
are Just as sleepy as yourself. A few
words are exchanged and then you are
to© tired to open your mouth to talk
or even to think of anything but sleep,
sweet sleep. Oh, for just a few min
utes there at the roadside in the soft
sand! But, no, you must go on and
fight against this desire. It is too dan
gerous to sleep by the roadside on the
ground. The caravan cannot w ait and
your servant would not watch over
you; he would soon fall asleep like
yourself. The wolves would then have
an easy time.
“Yet in spite of all this reasoning
you feel as if you were drawn to the
ground by the power of a thousand
strong magnets and soon yield to
sleep again. Suddenly your watchful
horse, whose reins you have kept
slung around your neck—this is a wise
thing to do—pulls up, starts and jerks
you wide awake. You jump up, not
knowing where you are for some sec
onds, byt you see your horse trembling
and realize th at danger Is near.
“For a few minutes you are fully
awake and feel glad and refreshed.
You jump on your horse and catch up
with the caravan, which has gone a
few li (a li is 654 yards) ahead.
“After another ten li or so . sleep
creeps on again like a huge boa con
strictor embracing you In Its Irresisti
ble grasp. The same fight has then to
be fought over again. Then at last the
caravan arrives at the halting place
for the night,”_____ _______

LIKE HUMAN CORKS

How the Water In Great Salt Lake
Treats the Bathers.
Bathing in Great Salt lake is a
uuique experience.
Flights of steps lead down into the
w ater from the interminable platform
A TOOTH FOR A TOOTH.
along which the bathhouses are situ
The Forcefulness of Native Customs ated. The water Is quite shallow at
first, and you find a rare enjoyment for
In Morocco.
In Morocco, the Baled-el-Maghrab a time In wriggling your toes about in
(the land of the setting sun of the the salt that forms the bottom in
Arabs), the Lex Talionis Is as much an place of accustomed sand. You are
integral part of the social system as are obliged to wade out some distance be
life and death. The Moors, It may be fore you experience the peculiar buoy
said, are frankly brutal. They have a ancy of the lake First you feel your
certain rude code of honor to which feet trying to swim out from under
they adhere when convenient, but you. You find it more and more diffi
among themselves they devise every cult to walk. You begin to float In
possible excuse for not fulfilling en spite of yourself. Then you realize
you are nonsiukable. You can’t sink if
gagements with the glaonr.
On the other hand, they are extreme you want to. Throw yourself on your
ly punctilious In exacting full measure back or sit down or try to swim, and
from Europeans with whom they have you bob about like a rocking chair In
dealings, and many stories might he a freshet. You feel as though you had
told showing how Moorish judges mete been turned to cork. You can’t help
out justice to their own people to the looking at the phenomenon subjective
ly. You don’t see that there Is any
detriment of the alien.
For instance, It is not very long thing peculiar about the water. It
since that a British subject riding looks and feels like any other bathing
through the Soko (or market place) at water—until you get some of It In your
Marakesh had the 111 fortune to push eyes or in your mouth. Then you wish
against a half blind old woman, who you hadn’t come. Ocean water is
falling to the ground, broke off two ot sweet in comparison. In fact, the
chemists tell us it is eight times less
her front teeth.
The Englishman promptly offered salty.
You can’t drown in the lake by sink
compensation. I t was refused, and the
injured woman before the local Caid ing, but you can be suffocated to
demanded that her Innocent aggressc death, which is just about as uncom
should have two teeth knocked out in fortable and undesirable. We found
signs everywhere warning us against
retribution for her Injury.
Protest followed on protest against being too talkative or too frolicsome In
this exaction until finally the matter the water.
When we came out we brought with
was carried to the sultan himself.
That potentate (and this instance is us large deposits of salt on our skin.
given to show the forcefulness of na As the water evaporated we found our
tive custom) begged the Englishman selves covered with white crystals.
to comply with the old woman’s de Only a strong shower bath of fresh
mand and publicly sacrifice his inci w ater or a good clothes brush can put
sors, In return for which oblation he you Into fit condition to dress.—Travel
granted him concessions which have Magazine.
made that English merchant and hls
Weighting a Horse’s Stern.
family foremost among the wealthy
Some of the officers and men of a
foreigners In Morocco.—London Spec
vessel once anchored In the harbor of
tator.
Funchal, Madeira, went ashore for a
horseback ride around the Island.
FIGHTING AGAINST SLEEP.
About halfway up the mountain we
came across a little mlzzentopman,
Experience of a Traveler In Crossing flushed and evidently very warm, rid
the Gobi Desert.
ing a spirited little horse with a stone
Many difficulties must the traveler tied up In a silk handkerchief slung to
sontend with when crossing the desert hls tall.
of Gobi, and one of these is the almost
The first lieutenant laughed and said,
overwhelming desire to sleep. Hans “W hat are you doing with th at hand
Dorlng writes In the North China kerchief, Brown?”
Daily News: “Hitherto I have thought
“Why, you see, sir,” said Brown,
th at traveling by carts over stony “that when I first hitched her up she
roads and staying In Chinese inns at pitched badly, being too much by the
night was the hardest thing a foreign head, so I just rigged this stone on aft
traveler In China was called upon to and brought her down to her bearings,
endure, but since I have traveled with and she sails now like a clipper, sir.”—
a caravan of camels I have changed “On a Man-of-war.”

WASHINGTON LETTER. has already dealt with difficult situ
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., Oct. 26,1907.—
Secretary Taft has in the estimation
of officials and diplomats in Wash
ington, added another remarkable
achievement to his long list of not
able performances by his diplomatic
handling of a delicate situation in
Japan. With customary frankness,
the Secretary has told the Japanese
officials that there is no real antipa
thy to Japan in this country, that
the American people are all friendly
to Japan and that not only are the
conditions which have prevailed in
California, in so far as they injured
Japanese citizens, purely local, but
that the real difficulty is a labor
problem and not a racial one. He
has pointed out that the labor mar
ket is not such that unlimited im
migration from Japan can be per
mitted, but has. insisted that the
same would apply to the citizens
of any other country were they dis
posed to come to this' country in the
same numbers. It is the belief of
the Department of State that Mr.
Taft has paved the way for a satis
factory Japanese exclusion treaty,
as could only have been done by
frank personal conversation and as
few could have done it, other than
the Secretary himself. If the De
partment of State is correct in its
surmises, and it and the President
alone knew of the extent to which
the Secretary of War was author
ized to speak, the value to the Uni"
ted States of Mr. Taft’s trip has al
ready become incalculable, even be
fore he has set his foot in the
Philippines.
When he reaches Manila the Sec
retary purposes to deliver a
fatherly lecture to the Filipinos. He
will tell them that it has been urged
in the United States over and over
again that it is impossible to make
an independent, self governing
people of them, but that the United
States has refused to listen to such
declarations and has gone steadily
ahead pursuing the policy marked
out by McKinley—the education of
the Filipinos to a point where they
shall be competent to govern them
selves. He will point out how
gradually they have been given full
control of their municipalities and
their provinces and how, now, this
country has seen fit to entrust them
with one branch of their national
congress. He will urge upon them
that this constitutes a new and a
heavy responsibility and that he,
who has so ardently championed
their cause, expects them to do
their duty, to study legislative
methods and to demonstrate that
they possess that wisdom and con
servatism with which he has credi
ted them. He will tell them that
now they are on trial, with the eyes
of the world upon them, and that
their longing for independence is
destined to be but an idle dream un
less they are prepared to prove
their competency to order their own
affairs and to conduct a lower
house, or assembly, in such manner
as shall prove their right to inde
pendence;
After Secretary Taft leaves the
Philippines he will go to Vladivos
tok, and from there will cross
Siberia and Russia. He will spend
several days at Berlin and will
have an audience with the German
Emperor. How much may not be
expected from the meeting of the
Emperor of the Germans and the
“Secretary of Peace?” Already the
relations between the United States
aod Germany are far more cordial
than they were a few years ago.'
German distrust of the United
States is a thing of the past and the
United States is coming daily more
to appreciate that there is ample
room in the world for the commer
cial expansion of the German Em
pire without any necessity of con
flict with the interests of this
country. That the Secretary will
handle himself and the important
affairs committed to him with abil
ity and tact is guaranteed by the
masterly diplomacy with which he

ations iu the Pbilippiues, in Cuba,
in Panama and in Japan. William
Howard Taft can be counted on to
demonstrate the wisdom of Presi
dent McKinley when he selected
the War Secretary who has become
“ the Secretary of Peace,” to school
the Philippine nation in the art of
self government.
The object of those newspapers
which seek constantly to misinter
pret the purpose of the President in
ordering the Atlantic fleet to the
Pacific and to distort the facts until
it shall appear that the movement is
unwarranted and a menace to Japan
is hard to understand. It is said
now, for instance, that the ordering
of the fleet to the' Pacific is an in
sult to Japan. And yet, Vicount
Aoki, the Japanese Ambassador,
has given a public interview in
which he asserts that Japan is in no
way concerned with tlie movement
of the American navy around the
coast of the United States.. Japan
is perhaps,the most sensitive nation
in the world and certainly would be
the quickest to resent an insult,
and yet American editors can see
an insult where Japan sees none
and where none is intended.
Theb, too, it is urged the assem
bling of the great battleship fleet
and the Pacific squadron in the
waters of the Pacific will accomp
lish nothing in the way of man
oeuvres. And yet how palpably
absurd the statement is. Admiral
Brownson, who by the way is prov
ing the wisdom of the administra
tion in insisting that he remain at
the head of the navy staff, has
caused the Pacific squadron to be
gradually augmented until it will
have, when the Atlantic fleet ar
rives, eight armored cruisers and
eight protected cruisers. These,
with the sixteen battleships
brought around by Admiral Evans,
will make a combined fleet of thirtytwo high class vessels which will
engage in the most elaborate drills
and manoeuvers, such as have al
ways been impossible with one half
of the number in the Atlantic and
the other half in the Pacific. This
great fleet will engage in target
practice in Magdelena Bay and the
presence of so many gunners will
greatly stimulate the competition of
the navy marksmen. The exper
ience of the captains who are called
upon to take their ships on this
long cruise, and of the eight ad
mirals who will command the eight
divisions of the combined fleet, can
not but make for efficiency in the
navy and mere assertions to the
contrary by prejudiced editors are
uot likely to carry weight with Con
gress or with the American people.
BIRDS WORK MANY HOURS.
From The New Orleans Times-Democret.

“Our hours,” said a nature stu
dent, “are nothing to the birds.
Why, some birds work in the sum
mer 19 hours a day. Indefatigably
they clear the crops of insects.
“The thrush gets up at 2.30
every summer morning. He rolls
up his sleeves and falls to work at
once, and he never stops till 9.30 at
night. A clean 19 hours. During
that time he feeds his voracious
young 206 times.
“The blackbird starts work at
the same time as the thrush, but he
lays off earlier. His whistle blows
at 7.30, and during his 17-hour day
be sets about 100 meals before his
kiddies.
“ The titmouse is up and about by
3 in the morning, and his stopping
time is 9 at night. A fast worker,
the titmouse is said to feed bis
young 417 meals—meals of cater
pillars mainly—in the long, hard, hot
day.”
A man deserves a great deal of
credit for keeping his troubles to
himself when there are so many
people who want to borrow trouble.
Jack doesn’t know very much
about horses, and he was quite un
happy the other day when he heard
that a colt he admired was soon to
be broken. “ Can’t he never be
mended again, Uncle George?” he
asked.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
Increased Pay For Ju ro rs.
—Some people aren’t going to
have a very good time in heaven un
Jurors serving at the October
less they can have their breakfast session of criminal court at Norris
in bed..—New York Press.
town will receive $2.50 a day for
their services. Witnesses for the
commonwealth at the same court get
A Hefty Porker.
Charles Gennaria, of Upper Prov $1.50 a day. This is an increase of
idence, near Yerkes, is fattening a 50 cents a day, provided by a new
porker that will tip the beam at 600 law passed by the last Legislature.
pounds before Christmas.

Fatally Injured.

FRIGHTFUL ACCIDENT ON THE

M onum ent Unveiled.

Harry Beiteman, 22 years old, re
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
On Monday the Montgomery
TEBJIS »■«1.00 PER YEAR
siding at Trooper, was fatally in
County Historical Society dedicated
s:
IK ADVANCE.
::
jured Monday morning while work ENGINE OP PASSENGER TRAIN STRUCK a granite monument at Fatland to
THE TRUNK OP A TREE LYING ACROSS
ing at the hosiery mills of Lewis
mark the site of Sullivan’s bridge a
THE TRACKS AND PLUNGED DOWN A
Tambel
on
Penn
street,
near
Arch,
Thursday, Oct. 10, ’07.
structure that served Washington’s
STEEP EMBANKMENT INTO THE RIVER.
Norristown.
Beiteman w.as en
army at Valley Forge. Luncheon
BAGGAQE CAR AND PASSENGER COACH
gaged
in
removing
a
wigger,
which
was provided for visitors at the
CHURCH SERVICES.
SOMERSAULTED ON EMBANKMENT.
is a machine used to dry the stock-'
Wetherill mansion. Rev. Mr. Ege
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. .E. Church,
THE FIREMAN FATALLY INJURED ;
ings after they pass through the
of Oaks, delivered an invocation,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Bev. T. P.
THE ENGINEER SERIOUSLY HURT.
dye.
While
the
machine
was
mak
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Runaway.
Congressman }. P. Wanger gave a
Audubon, 10.46, a. m., with Holy Communion
PASSENGERS ESCAPE WITH SLIGHT
historical sketch on the formation of
R aces a t Kinwood.
The hors^ of Dr. E. A. Krusen, ing several hundred revolutions a
first in "month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. in.,
WOUNDS.
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
Montgomery county, and Dr. W. H.
of Norristown, became frightened minute, it burst, and a piece of the
The
Norristown
Driving
Club
are
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
metal
struck
Beiteman,
almost
sev
A
frightful
and
disastrous
wreck
Reed,
on behalf of the Committee, at
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Tested choir. Free making arrangements to hold races Monday evening while crossing the ering his right leg near the thigh.
occurred on the Perkiomen Railroad the close of an address, presented
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid at their half-mile track abovei Jeffer West Airy street bridge. The ani
He expired several hours later at between Areola station and the the monument. During the exer
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
sonville on Saturday afternoon, Oc mal ran down Airy street to Norris, Charity Hospital.
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
large ice house near Keyser’s mill, cises two original poems were re
where he was caught by Assistant
tober 19.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
Tuesday
forenoon. The high wind cited; one by Miss Ruth Wanger,
Fire Chief George Pifer. The ve
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
had
twisted
off a tree about ten daughter of Congressman Wanger,
Political
Pow
Wows.
hicle was wrecked, but Dr. Krusen,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
Off Duty.
vice, 7 p.m .
The lower ward of this borough inches in diameter that stood near the other by Mrs. Findlay Braden.
.who
was
driving,
escaped
injury.
Clayton Miller, one of the em
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
was pretty well supplied with poli the edge of the deep cut. The main
ployees
in the machine shop of the
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
tics Tuesday evening. The Repub part of the tree lay directly across
Barn Destroyed dy Fire.
Hand Injured.
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior Steam Fitters’ Heater Company,
lican workers of this section and a the railroad tracks. When engi
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior C. this borough, is suffering an attack
A large stone barn on the Hard
Last Saturday, while making number of the Republican candi neer M. L. Geisenbeimer, in charge
E. at 7 p. m.
ing farm, now owned by Adam
of appendicitis. It is thought that preparations to do some threshing,
of
the
ehgine
of
the
11.
a.
m.
north
St. Luke’s Reformed Chttrch, Trappe, Rev.
dates for county offices hobnobbed,
S L. Messinger, S . T. D., pastor. Sunday an operation will not be necessary. D. H. Grubb, of this borough, fell reported, and labored with sundry bound
passenger train, swung Scheidt, on Whitehall road, about
School at9 a . m. Preaching every Sunday at
and struck his right hand against problems of political moment at Per around the sharp curve near the half a mile west of the Norristown
10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
Crim inal Court.
the machine with sufficient force kiomen Bridge hotel, while the ice house he was, without warning, Hospital for the Insane, was burned
meeting at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
The October term of criminal to break one of the small bones be Democratic workers and Democratic almost upon the obstruction. The to the ground Friday evening. The
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock.
All are
court opened at Norristown on Mon tween the wrist and knuckles. candidates were similarly engaged reversing of the engine’s lever and farm is managed by John Litkaand
most cordially invited to attend the services.
day morning, Judges Swartz and Notwithstanding the injury Mr. at the Railroad House. It is hardly the forceful application of the brake had recently been filled with this
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
Grubb went ahead and threshed necessary to add that, pending the were of no avail. The locomotive year’s crops, which were entirely
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and Weand presiding in court rooms
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve Nos. 1 and 2. The trial list is made several hundred sheaves of wheat. final result early next month, all the struck the tree with great violence consumed. Several carriages and
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
farm wagons were gotten out with
candidates were prospectively elec and within a minute’s time tore up out being damaged, as was a lot of
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are up of 122 cases.
about 300 feet of track, plunged
Alumni Association Banquet.
cordially invited and weleome.
ted Tuesday night.
onto the edge of the high embank poultry and pigeons, but in the
Returned.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
The Upper Providence Alumni
rescue of the horses, several of
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services in
Reuben Tyson, of Ironbridge, re Association will hold its annual C harles E. Longacre S ecu res Good ment and tumbled over and over which were quartered in the lower
the various churches of the charge will be as
until
it
struck
the
bottom
of
the
follows: Trappe—Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sun turned Tuesday after a visit of banquet at Stritzinger’s parlor,
Position.
Perkiomen river. The tender went portion of the building, one of them
day School at 2 p. m. Limerick—Preaching at three weeks among relatives and Norristown, Pa., on Saturday even
Charles E. Longacre, formerly of with the engine. The baggage car was severely scorched. There is no
2.30 p. m.; Sunday School at 1.30 p, m.; C. E.
friends iu Dauphin, Juniata, Cum ing, November 2. All members Upper Providence and for the past
meeting at 7.30 p. m.
information as to the origin of the
berland and Mifflin counties. He wishing to attend are requested to three years manager of the large and passenger coach remained fire.
coupled
and
somersaulted
on
the
buy tickets of Hannah M. Ashen- farm of the Whitney Glass Company
enjoyed his trip very much.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
felter, Royersford, Pa., not later at Glassboro, N. J., has secured upper edge of the embankment near
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
Violent Storm .
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
than October 26. Price per ticket, the position of overseer of the Hon. the tracks. It was a frightful
School of Telegraphy.
7.45,11.02a.m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
A
storm,
cyclonic in character,
spectacle. Engineer Geisenbeimer
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
The Reading Railroad Company 75 cents.
Wayne MacVeagh’s Brookfield Farm, jumped from the engine as it was wrought much damage in the upper
has opened a school of telegraphy
at Bryn Mawr, this county. The rolling down the embankment. He section of this county Tuesday
Jum ped out of Buggy and
at Reading, Pa. Those who con
position is a responsible and lucra was seriously though, it is believed, morning. At Douglassville the
Home and Abroad.
Broke Ankle.
template acquiring the art of tele
tive one and will afford Mr. Long not fatally wounded. The fireman, villagers thought all the buildings
graphy should communicate with
John B. Alderfer, who resides in acre an opportunity to exert his Ed. Miller, was terribly hurt about would be wrecked. On the farm of
—Arbor Day
W. H. Keffer, Superintendent, Worcester township, met with an well-known abilities as an up-to- his head and limbs and his injuries Joseph Clemmer the 40-ton slate
Reading, Pa.
—Friday, October 18.
accident Saturday in which he date farmer and business manager. were pronounced fatal. Conductor roof was lifted from the barn, raised
broke his leg at the ankle. He was We congratulate old friend and feel Warren Koous and baggagemaster several feet and then dropped back.
—Arrange to plant
P. O. S. of A. Supper.
driving a new horse, and seeing an entirely assured that Brookfield Gilbert escaped with a few scratches. It was greatly damaged, there being
-—A tree or vine.
The members of Camp No. 528, auto approaching and not knowing Farm will be very well farmed un About a dozen passengers were two big holes near the center, and
—The Town Council of this bor P. O. S. of A., of Eagleville, gave a if his horse was accustomed to the der his intelligent direction.
aboard the two cars as’ they were the edges are torn away for several
sight
of
them,
jumped
out
to
hold
ough met in regular session Friday supper Thursday evening. The
turned upside down, and none were feet. Many of the timbers that
his
horse
and
in
so
doing
met
with
W
ills
of
Living
Persons
wives
and
daughters
of
the
members
evening.
sufficiently injured to require surgi supported the roof were carried
the injury stated.
Admitted to Probate.
were
present
and
the
very
pleasant
cal service. The force of the col away, parts striking the farm house
—Ordinance relating to the Per
social
event
was
heartily
enjoyed
The
wills
of
two
living
persons
lision and the tremendous power of and partly wrecking one end of the
kiomen Valley Traction Company,
W
indlass
Handle
Injures
Farmer.
by all in attendance. The Camp is in
were admitted to probate at Norris the engine was evidenced by the dwelling. Outbuildings were lifted
page 5.
a flourishing condition.
Josiah Heebner, of Worcester, town Friday—a most unusual pro slivered ties, the twisted rails, and several feet in the air and carried
—Ice was formed Tuesday night.
nearly lost his life Thursday while ceeding. The single paper, cover the deep groove made in the em some distance. Many trees were
Sold
His
Big
Crop
of
Potatoes.
making repairs to a pump. He was ing both testaments, bears the sig bankment. The marvel is that a blown down. In the vicinity of
—It was Jack Frost’s initial visit
Limerick Square the roof of a large
George H. Hardner, of Allentown, winding the pump from the well natures of Emily Stewart and Ruth number of lives, in addition to the life straw shed on the Kehl farm was
to this section, this season.
has closed a deal by which be sold when he accidentally left go of the Ann Stewart. They are residents of the fireman, were not destroyed.
—Five orders for steam heaters the entire potato crop of his farms. handle to the windlass. The handle of Abington. The signature of Ke- The injured fireman, who was mar blown off as was the roof of the barn
were received by the Steam Fitters’ These crops amounted to 12,000 whirled backward swiftly and turah D. Stewart, a. sister, is also ried about a week and lived in on JacobTrinley’s farm. Many trees
Heater Company, this borough, bushels and are of the Maine va struck Mr. Heebner in the head. attached. Keturab is dead, and it Allentown, was taken to the Pbce- were uprooted.
within two days.
riety. G. W. Butterworth and Co., At first it was thought that his was for the purpose of distributing nixville Hospital, where, he died
Opening Invitation.
—Another flood Monday night of Philadelphia, bought the entire skull was fractured, but it was ber estate that the will was ad Tuesday afternoon. The engineer
Just
for the knowledge and
found
that
while
his
skull
was
not
mitted to probate. The will was a was taken to Allentown. Traffic on
and Tuesday morning.
crop.
broken, bis injuries were serious.
joint one, signed by the three sis the road was interrupted until late pleasure you will get from making
—Tact is the ability to get your
an inspection the management of
ters, each of whom agreed that her in the afternoon.
Pastor T aggart R esigns.
self out of a hole as smoothly as you
Brendlingers’ store, Norristown,
More A ssault and Battery C harges. estate should go to the survivor.
Rev. T. Reber Taggart, pastor of
jumped into it.—Florida Timesintends
this as a personal invitation
A Very Old M erchant.
Wallace, LeRoy, and Harry Hall After the death of the last sister,
Union.
the Lower Providence Presbyterian
to
the
opening
for fall and winter on
the
estate
is
to
go
to
a
nephew,
Arman, of Skippack, the latter a de
Marx Long, a venerable merchant
Thursday, ’Friday and Saturday,
—Among the pets at a Reading church, at the services Sunday, fendant before ’Squire Yost, a little ternus Stewart.
of Wilkes-Barre, celebrated his 90th
hotel are 10 squirrels, an English tendered his resignation, announc while ago, upou a charge of assault
birthday last week, and judging by October 10, 11 and 12. This store
ing
that
be
bad
a
call
to
another
pup, five cats and a number of
DEATHS.
his present physical condition he is makes a new departure this season,
church where the duties would be and battery preferred by Earl J.
Its displays will be so much greater
chickens.
Margaret, daughter of Jacob and good for a considerably longer lease
lighter and the climate more suit Kauffman, preferred a similar
than
ever before, that you will not
charge against Earl J. and Harry Rachael David, of near this borough, of life. He is not only one of the
—From 12 acres James Peiffer, of able to his health.
know
it as the same store—in a com
Kauffman before a Norristown died on Wednesday evening of last oldest citizens of Wilkes-Barre, in
near Myerstown, got the big crop of
parative
sense. Mr. Jay F. Brendmagistrate
on
Friday.
In
the
ab
1800 bushels of potatoes.
week at the home of her brother point of years, but in point of resi
Meeting to O rganize Fire
linger
will
give you more informa
sence of bail the Kauffmans wei;e Harry David, 1341 Westmoreland dence also, having come from Ger
Brigade.
tion
on
this
point in the near future,
—Fresh oysters at D. H. Hart
committed. They were released on street, Philadelphia, aged 30 years. many in 1838. Two years after ar
and
assurance
that you will be
man’s store. Orders promptly
A meeting will be held at Black bail Saturday afternoon.
Miss David, while spending several riving in Wilkes-Barre he went into
filled.
pleased
with
the
advantages the de
Rock hotel on Wednesdaj', October
weeks at her brother’s home, was business and is still the head of the
parture
will
inaugurate.
The open
16,
for-tbe
purpose
of
organizing
a
—Too often the error of a minute
taken ill with typhoid fever which firm on Public Square, his son Leo
Body of Drowned Man
ing
this
year
will
not
only
include
fire
brigade
in
Upper
Providence.
becomes the sorrow of a lifetime.—
finally proved fatal. The deceased W., being associated with him. He
Recovered,
A
gentleman
will
be
present
to
im
tailor-made
suits,
tailor-made
dress
New York Times.
The body of the young man named was the only daughter of the now has lived at his present place since skirts, ladies’ and children’s coats
part information relating to the
—Berks county’s largest hog, at proposition, and all property own Harm, of Philadelphia, who was sorely bereaved parents, and was 1848. Among his callers was his and furs, but also a grand display
the Almshouse farm, weighing 800 ers are invited to be present.
drowned in the Perkiomen near much beloved by a wide circle of faithful friend, William Dickover, of dress fabrics, foreign and domes
pounds, died of paralysis.
Spring Mount on Sunday, Sept. 28, friends. The surviving brothers now 88 years old, who has been a tic. Buy furs early when the as
was found on Thursday on a small are Edward, of Altoona; Harry and companion of Mr. Long’s ever since sortments are big. Prices are likely
Opening Meeting of Mite
—Young dandelion, new honey
island in the Perkiomen, opposite Walter, of Philadelphia. The fun" the latter has been in Wilkes-Barre. to go up.
Society.
and cottage cheese are the latest
the Daniel Landes property, by eral was held Sunday afternoon at
delicacies to tempt Reading marketThe Mite Society of the Lower Charles Klausfelder and Harvey 1.30 from the residence of Mr. and
PERSONAL.
W om an Suffrage Meeting.
goers.
Providence Baptist church will Koder, of this borough, who re Mrs. David, and was largely at
Mrs. Thomas Baker, of Philadel
A meeting of the Norristown and
—A man’s idea of being master hold their opening meeting on ceived a reward of $30. The body tended. Dr. F. C. Yost conducted phia, visited friends in this bor
Collegeville
Woman Suffrage Asso
Thursday
evening,
October
17.
An
the
services
at
the
house
and
Rev.
in his own bouse is to dare to scold
was placed in charge of undertaker
ough, Sunday and Monday.
ciation
was
held on Wednesday
everybody but the servants.—New excellent program has been prepar F. W. Shalkop, of Trappe, who for Jesse Mack officiated at the MenMrs.
William
Gristock
returned
afternoon
in
Y.
M. C. A. parlor,
ed
and
will
be
rendered
in
the
York Press.
warded it to Philadelphia Saturday nonite meetinghouse and cemetery, last week from a visit to her daugh Norristown. Two new names were
church. A cordial invitation is ex evening.
near Yerkes. The pall - bearers
—Archie Roibson and Charles tended to all.
added to the list of members. The
were Howard Miller, Warren Essig, - ter, Mrs. Heinly, of York.
Pruitt captured fifty-five live water
County Chairman of Press Work
Miss
Emma
Knapp
entertained
David Culp, Warren Thompson, of
D am ages Claimed.
snakes at Mingo Creek, near
reported
twelve newspapers in the
friends
from
Norristown
on
Sunday.
Collegeville; Wm. J. Ogden, of
Trolley C ars W recked.
Joseph Rigler, of Spring Mills,,
Royersford, ranging in length from
county that publish our articles,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ghas.Stamets
spent
Ironbridge;
and
Thomas
Baker,
of
Two trolley cars crashed together through his attorney Chas. D.
one to four feet.
and during the year she has sent
Thursday evening at DeKalb and McAvoy, has brought suit for Philadelphia. The floral remem- j Sunday in Hooverton.
Rev. Calvin Yost, formerly, of 576 suffrage articles to these papers.
—Marriage will teach a man a lot Elm streets, Norristown, and were $10,000 against John R. Wood, of brances were profuse and beautiful,
of things that he had never expect wrecked. Fifteen passengers were Conshohocken. The plaintiff claims the designs numbering about 25. Phoenixville, moved into Rev. O. P. The program consisted of a sketch
of the life of Lücretia Mott by Mrs.
ed to learn.—Florida Times-Union, given a shaking up, but they that, on August 5, he was driving Undertaker J. L. Bechtel had Smith’s house on Monday.
Martha Platt, and of Elizabeth Cady
Otto
Moyer
entertained
friends
charge
of
arrangements.
—Since the opening of the season escaped with slight bruises. The along the Ridge turnpike in Plym
Stanton
by Mrs, Ellen C. Jones.
from Royersford, Sunday.
Margaret S., infant daughter of
5507 gallons of cider have been accident was the result of a tree outh township when the defendant
Miss
Anna
Y. Hallowell told of the
John H. Custer has purchased a
made at the Mauger Mill presses, falling and tearing down the trolley came along in an automobile, driv- John and Mary Reese, of Eagleville, new rubber-tire buggy.
meeting of Mrs. Mott and Mrs.
wires at DeKalb and Brown streets. ing the same rapidly. Mr. Rigler died Friday morning. Interment at
near Pottstown.
Stanton in London. Mrs. Margaret
says that he signaled Mr. Wood to Lower Providence Baptist ceme
Mo§er told of the first Woman’s
Hard Times in Kansas.
—Because of the overcrowded
slow up but that no attention was tery, Saturday afternoon a t2o’clock;
His Dear Old Mother.
Rights
Convention held at Seneca
condition of the public schools of “ My dear old mother, who is now eighty, paid to him. As a consequence the
The old days of grasshoppers and drouth
Falls, New York, in 1848, and read
undertaker
J.
L.
Bechtel
in
charge.
are
almost
forgotten
in
the
prosperous
Conshohocken, the erection of a three years old, thrives on Electric Bitters,” horse ran off, the plaintiff was
Kansas of to-day ; although a citizen of Co the “ Call” to this meeting. Miss
high school building is being con writes W. B. Brunson, of Dublin, Ga. thrown forcibly to the ground, his
dell, Earl Sbamburg, has not yet forgotten Susan R. Egbert read the, “ Declar
“«She has taken them for about two years
a hard time he encountered. He says : “I ation of Sentiments,” and Mrs.
Out of Sight.
sidered.
and enjoys an excellent appetite, feels strong leg broken and other hurts sustain
was worn out and discouraged by coughing Sarah Simpson the “ Resolutions”
and sleeps well ” That’s the way Electric
“Out of Bight, out of mind,’’ is an old
and day , and could find no relief till I
—Although it is three months Bitters affect the aged, and the same happy ed which have permanently injured saying which applies with special force to a nisrht
tried Dr. King’s New Discovery. It took adopted at this first convention.
results
follow
in
all
casss
of
female*
weak
sore,
burn
or
wound
that’s
been
treated
less than one bottle to completely cure me.” An extract from an address by
since the house of Jacob Helmreicb, ness and general debility. Weak, puny him. As a result Mr. Rigler says
with Bu.cklen’s Arnica Salve. It’s out of
safest and most reliabie cough and .cold Mrs. Stanton was also read, and
at Moslem, was destroyed by fire, a children, too, are greatly strengthened by he was confined to Charity Hospital sight, out of mind and out of existence. The
cure and lung and throat healer ever dis Mrs. Livezey in an able paper com
Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
Piles too and chilblains disappear under its covered. Guaranteed by J. W. Culbert, at
ton of coal that he had put in his them.
and kidney troubles, by J. W. Culbert, from the date of the accident until healing influence. Guaranteed by J. W. drug store. 50 cents and $1.00. Trial bot pared the social and legal status of
cellar is still burning.
druggist. 50 cents.
the first week in September.
Culbert, druggist. 25 cents.
tle free.
women of to-day with that of 1848.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC

UBL1C SALE OF
Thursday, October 17, a marker g X E C I J T O K ’» SALE O F
and tablet will be unveiled near the
President-elect Albert Edwin
FRESH COWS!
stone guard-house, about, a mile
REAL ESTATE
Thursday, October 3.
Thirty years ag o w ild pigeons from the Port Kennedy entrance to
Keigwin, D. D., of New York, vis
C. T. Witherow, chief motive power
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
the Valley »Forge park. The-Gov
olerk of the Pennsylvania railroad, ited Dean Omwake and worked over were found by the million in Potter, ernor of the State of Maine and his
Will
be sold at public sale on WEDNES
Elk,
Warren,
McKean,
and
Cam
plans for the College, some days
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
died at his home a t Altoona, Pa.
is expected to attend the cere DAY, OCTOBER 23, 1907, on, the premises DAY,
OCTOBER 10, 1907, at Perkiomen
Governor Stokes granted a reprieve ago.
eron counties, this State, and in staff,
of Elizabeth Kelter, deceased, by the un Bridge hotel, 35 fresh cows, with calves,,
monies.
This
tablet
marks
the
posi
until November 1 to John Schuyler,
dersigned
executor
of
said
decedent’s
es
Chemung,
Steuben
and
Allegheny
and
springers.
These cows are of the
D. E. Bunting, Allentown,'N. J.,
tion Occupied by General Paterson’s tate : All that messuage aud tract of land
who was to have been hanged at Flemstock, well-bred, of good size,
counties in New York. In Potter Brigade during the winter of 1777- situate in the borough of Trappe, bounded choicest
E.
Virginia
Albright,
Camp
Hill,
nice shapes and big milk and butter pro
lngton, N. J., on Friday.
1778. There five hundred men from by a public road leading from Main street
They will please and make dollars
After living as a miser for more Pa., Otto Wagner, Baale, Switzer and McKean counties was one of the Maine, who were with Paterson, to another public road, and by lands of ducers.
for farmers and dairymen. Come and see
largest
nesting
grounds
in
North
Isaac
Longstreth,
John
M.
Vauderslice,
than BO years and accumulating more land, and James Whipple, New
and put in your bids. Sale at 1.30,
were encamped, and this marker tbe estate of Jonathan Nyce, deceased, them
sharp. Conditions by
than $350,000, Lander E. Merrick died York, have recently enrolled as America. The pigeons migrated to will be placed on a line with tbe en and
fronting to the distance of about 320
J. W. MITTERLING.
In the almshouse at Kenosha, Wls.
these parts annually fh April, le campments all along the entrench feet on Main street, formerly the Perki L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
Major John H. Duval, a retired students at Ursinus.
omen
aud
Reading
Turnpike
road,
con
of thé outer line. This is an taining eight acres aud twenty-five square
Raymond Gettel, who received gions of them. Their , roosts were ments
United States army officer, has been
initiative
step on the part of the perches, more or less. The improvements
UBL1C BALE OF
from
four
to
five
miles
long
and
detailed by the war department for his Bachelor’s degree from Ursinus
consist of a two-and-a-half story
State of Maine, and it is now up to
duty with the Pennsylvania National only three years ago, was during from one to three miles wide, and tbe other States—New Hampshire,
stone dwelling house, containing
FRESH COWS !
cellar, cellar kitchen, 4 rooms and
Guard..
the summer elected Professor of their number no man could count. Massachusetts, New York, and Vir
hall on first floor, 4 rooms and
Friday, October 4.
Hunters were permitted to shoot ginia—to place markers where the
ball on second floor, 2 rooms on third
An unknown Hungarian jumped from History and Economics at Trinity
and double porch attached In the
and net them on their nesting commands of these States were en floor,
a window of a Pennsylvania railroad College, Hartford, Conn.
rear. There are on the premises thriving
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
grounds. The slaughter of the in camped.
and productive fruit trees and good water. DAY,
train at Piqua, O., and was fatally
OCTOBER 10, 1907, at Porr’sbotelThe
girls
of
Olevian
Hall
gave
Persons
desiring
to
view
this
property
Mrs.
Mullison,
of
Philadelphia,
Injured.
Limerick, .2 carloads of fresh and springer
nocents was something terrific. In
will
call
on
the
tenant.
cows, 10 nice feeding bulls and 10 feeding
A man, believed to be W. E. Hasson, their first reception on the evening one day, in 1851, the American Ex mother of Dr. MullisOn, is visiting
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Iron rake, steers. I selected this stock myself and
her son and daughter, Dr. and Mrs. shovels,
ef Philadelphia, was struck by a train of the 2d inst. Parlor games, music,
spade,
post
spade
and
stamper,
the cows are large and big milk and but
grindstone, ladder, wheelbarrow, forks, ter producers—the kind I usually ship.
at Bordentown, N. J., and instantly the singing of college songs, and press Company carried from the Mullison, Green Tree.
Northern
Tier
of
Pennsylvania
and
scythes,
grain
cradle,
cutting
box,
ham
will please you, farmers and dairy
killed.
It is hardly worth a passing no mers' and a small quantity of hay. House They
refreshments, were features of the Southern Tier of New York over
men. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
The Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe
hold
goods:
Cook
stove,
wood
stove,
tice,
but
we’ll
be
passing
another
JONAS P. FISHER.
Railway company increased the wages evening.
the Erie Railway seven tons of pig mile-post in our life on Saturday. small office stove, lot of stove pipe, wood F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
chest,
clothes
chest,
tables,
cupboards,
of its machinists and boilermakers two
The Glee Club has begun practice eons to the city market. And in You get old rapidly when you be clocks, lamps« scales, settee and cushion,
cents an hour.
under the new leader, W. S. one Reason the total aggregated 56 gin to get old. Most too old to join bench table, chairs, rockers, tubs, wash £>UBLIU SALE OF
H. J. McCracken ft Co., the oldest
the Oaks fire company. As we are board, clothes wringer, cabbage cutter,
wholesale produce commission firm in Kerscbner, ’09, of Mabanoy City. tons. Thirty years ago there were something of a blow, might blow an grater, pans, lard can, carpet, bedding,
table cloths, mirrors, sad irons, crockeryThe
try-out
of
candidates
was
held
Pittsburg, failed; liabilities, $245,387;
Personal Property!
also many wild pigeons in eastern alarm the masheen is a’comin’.
ware, stoneware, knives and forks, &c.
last Wednesday evening. The pros Pennsylvania.
assets, $166,200.
Sale
will
begin
at
1
o’clock,
sharp.
Con
Will
be sold at public sale on THURS
The daughter of Harry Bare is
Saturday, October 5.
pects for a good team are bright.
HENRY- W. KRATZ,
DAY, OCTOBER 17, 1907, on the premises
afflicted with diphtheria. ' Dr. ditions by
Stewart O’Hara, a lineman, was
Executor. of G. W. Zimmerman, in Collegeville, Pa.,
In order to have the organized
as School Director and mem L. H. Ingram, auct. A. D.Fetterolf, clerk. the following personal property: One sorelectrocuted at Carlisle, P a , while ad
Items From Trappe. . Brown,
rel horse, 6 years old, has been
ber
of
the
Board
of
Health.
had
the
aid of graduates, the Athletic Com
justing wires on a pole.
/ f l L driven by tbe ladies and is fearless
Mrs. John S. Kepler, of E. Green house quarantined. And'Constable
Insanely jealous of his young wife, mittee has appointed an Alumni
steam, automobiles, and«gfuP>
ORK BUTCHERING.
John Bohnrueller, a Brooklyn saloon Committee on Athletics composed of ville, and her .sons Robert and Jacobs, of Port Providence,- came
trolley cars. One Alderney JtZB«
I will resume pork butchering and be
down
and
posted
cautionary
notices.
cow,
one
Guernsey
heifer 2 years old, a
keeper, shot her to death and then
in readiness to supply all my old custom
fifty-six graduates of the college Charles, visited friends in i this Now complaint comes from Oaks. ers, and new ones, with sausage, scrapple, beauty. 15 white guineas. -One rubberkilled himself.
tire runabout, fallingtop wagon, 2-seated
borough on Sunday.
The rules and law governing such etc., on Friday, October 11, 1907.
Because of increased cost of flour, who distinguished themselves while
falling carriage, shifting carriage pole,
10-3-2t.
O. F. REICHENBACH.
cases
is
not
complied
with
at
all.
The
communion
services
in
the
set
of heavy milk harness, 2 sets of light
labor, fuel and supplies, the bakers ol in college as players on Ursinus
harness, set of plow harness, blind and
West Chester, Pa., have decided to teams or otherwise interested them Lutheran and Reformed churches, Mrs. George Smith and daughter
headhaiters, incubator, 2 refrigerators,
o t ic e to g u n n e r s .
were taken suddenly ill, Saturday
raise the price of bread one cent a
All trespassing for hunting and gun wine press, strawberry crates, 2 ice cream
selves in athletics. The officers of Sunday, were well attended.
!
afternoon,
and
the
doctor
who
was
leaf.
is hereby strictly forbidden on the freezers, 2 washing machines, bedsteads
Mrs. Beeler, of Norristown, was called could not determine the ail ning
and bedding; plush parlor suit, 7 pieces;
Samuel P. M. McCarroll, United the College Athletic Committee will
premises of the undersigned:
rag and ingrain carpets, 10 rocking chairs,
ment,
as
the
symptoms
were
that
of
D.
H.
Casselberry, Lower Providence,
States attorney for the middle districl serve for the present, for the the guest of Mr. and Mrs. M, H.
cane-seated and other chairs, 3 cots, 2
Skippack, and Upper Providence.
poisoning. However, it is diph
of Pennsylvania, has resigned to ac Alumni Committee.
Henry T. Keeler, Sunday.
lounges, looking glass, pictures, dishes,
Mary A. Fry, Lower Providence.
theria every one will say, whether
glassware and crockeryware, lamps, organ
cept a Judgeship in one of the Penn Spangler, ’72, is chairman, and
H. L. Saylor, Collegeville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Priee,
of
it
is
o
r
1
not,
and
the
greatest
care
in fine repair, bedroom suit, butter churn,
sylvania state courts.
and many other articles. Sale to com
Charles G. Haines, ’05, is secretary. Pbilajdelphia, visited Mr. and Mrs. should be exercised to check the
Monday, October 7.
mence a t 1 p. m. Conditions by
p p l e s so l o on com 
spread of the disease, for it is a dis
Boarding mistresses of W est Spring, MRS. G. W. ZIMMERMAN.
Jacob Miller, Sunday.
m issio n .
ease much to be dreaded. Bares
J. G. Fetterolf, auctioneer.
field, Mass, have formed a union to
Fancy
hand-picked
apples
sold
on
com
Jottings
From
Limerick.
James Brendlinger, of Pottstown, and Smiths live in adoubled welling. mission. Ship in barrels -to Front and
sustain a recently increased scheduis
Station, Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schissler was the guest of O. P. Shellenbergof rates.
With the first of October came the Willow Streets
U B L IC SALE O F
DAVID L. TRUCKSESS,
Henry I. Wetzel, of Sunbury, Pa., a spent several days in Trenton and er, Sunday.
privilege of shooting squirrels, and
Commission Merchant,
Pennsylvania flagman, was killed in
124 Spruce Street, Phila.
Those who attended the meeting the sportsmen around and about
Personal Property'
Pottstown Cold Storage, H.
the yards at Williamsport by being Burlington, N. J., last week. .
Oaks got busy, and fried squirrel, W.Reference:
of
the
Sunbeam
Mission
Band
in
Schneider
manager.
Mr. and Mrs. William Neiman, of
caught in a collision of cars.
a dainty dish, was the bill of fare on
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
Apples for sale.
'
9-26-3t.
After vain endeavors to escape, a Philadelphia,
DAY, OCTOBER 12, 1907, on the premises
were the recent the U. E. church, Sunday evening, several dining tables.
of
Dr. E. A. Krusen, in the borough of
steer being driven to a butcher shot guests of George Schott and family. were delighted with the exercises
An addition has been built to the QROW BIG CROPS OF WHEAT Collegeville, the following personal prop
at Felton, York county, P a , committed
erty: One bay mare, 4 years old,
'freight house at Perkiomen.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gallagher rendered.
suicide by dashing against a tree and
sound and well broken to single
Mrs.
Fegely,
wife
of
Rev.
W.
O.
or double harness, fearless of all
Everything
is
quiet
over
in
the
breaking its neck.
and son, of Philadelphia, were
objects, a perfect beast and hard
A barn fire in which William H. Ap guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Fegely is visiting her parents at hollow, and where ouce was heard
to beat; about 2,000 feet of well-seasoned
pleby was burned to death a t Plainthe
busy
hum
of
industry—well,
the
the
best
and
surest
yielder,
with
Longest
Hilltown,
Bucks
county.
hickory and white oak plank, some wellfield, Conn., was caused by a lantern Schlicbter, Sunday.
new brick plant has shut down and and stiftest straw, of any wheat that seasoned maple plank for tread-power
in this section. Seed, $1.50 per blocks, 50 split oak posts in the rough, 2
Mrs. John Sullivan, of Lehighkicked over by a horse which recently
the mighty works which were done grows
white oak blocks, 2 wheelbarrows, grind
kicked his brother-in-law to death and ton, is spending her vacation with
in Sodom and Gommorrab finds its bushel; 8 bushels, $10. B. F. EVES,
FROM OAKS.
stone, bait-peck and half-bushel measures,
was the indirect cause of the death ol Mrs. Wm. William Linderman.
counterpart in the hollow. But 9-19.
Fircroft, Collegeville, Pa. mixing trough, feed cask, 250 bundles of
The citizens of Oaks are about there’s a hope there are ten good
cornfodder cut and shredded, 2 long-handle
a niece.
stable forks, pitch fork, stable Duckets,
No services in the Evangelical raising a fire company, and a meet- men to bring the plant back to its h e e d w h e a t f o r s a l e .
Tuesday, October 8.
tree sprayer and fittings, Paris green
The population of Canada now ex church next
Sunday.
Sunday ing was held at Blaok Rock to or- j former greatness, and the busy
duster, new; 5 pairs trestles, set buggy
150
BUSHELS
HARVEST
KING.
ganize
and
further
the
enterprise
on
ceeds 6,504,000.
days
will
come
again
as
of
yore,
and
wheels,
variety of door hinges, boxes, bar
School at 9.30.
150 BUSHELS FULTZ MEDITER
Wednesday evening. It is proposed j! the Montello Brick Works will
rels, long wash bench, meat bench, lawn
One trainman was killed and four
RANEAN.
benches, cultivators, garden tools, hand
E. H. Walter and John Fiss bave to buy a lot and build a fireman's arise like a Phoenix from its ashes
injured in a freight wreck on the
These varieties are not novelties un
seed drill and cultivator com
Pennsylvania railroad, a t Bourbon, begun shipping milk to Norristown ball, and for the present to rent a: and will once more be a hive of in tried, but have proven by careful tests to cultivator,
bined, hoes, rakes and shovels, maul and
building of Mr. Greger for the com dustry as heretofore.
be the most productive in this vicinity. wedges, crosscut saw and wood saw,
Ind.
via. trolley.
This year on good ground, well cultivated, first-class lawn mower, sod cutter, axes,
pany, when duly organized. Sev- j
Julius M. Reiser, the pioneer manu
It
would
not
be
out
of
place
to
rethey yielded 40 bushels and over per acre. about 400 feet of chicken wire, 2 ft. wide;
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Bechtel of eral veteran firemen met the organ- j
facturer of plate glass mirrors in the
At the Kentucky Experimental Station chicken troughs, lot carpenter tools,
:
mark
that
gunning
is
prohibited
in
izers
of
the
proposed
enterprise
at
j
United States, died in New York, aged Perkiomen and Mr. and Mrs. Rein
Fultz’s Mediterranean has a record of 48 punches, cold chisels, hedge shears, small
Valley
Forge
park,
and
a
man
with
bushels per acee. Harvest King wheat cook stove, iron cylinder stove, blue flame
67 years.
Keeler, of Royersford, and' Miss Black Rock and gave them pointers!
been giving good results everywhere. oil stove, nearly new; double pulley and
While out of work and despondent Esther Spare Jwere the gusts of Mr. as to the proper method to proceed, a gun must throw his gun over the has
At Penna. Experiment Station last year rope, log chains, lot of old iron, iron pot
fence
and
get
over
after
it,
and
then
in the business. When everything'
Charles Richards, of Philadelphia,
Harvest King lead all other varieties in (20 gal,), manure, 2 barrels chicken ma
is under way the firemen’s hall will run the chance of being nipped by yield. Price $1.10 per bushel. Apply to
committed suicide a t Conshohocken, and Mrs. John Spare, Sunday.
nure, 25 bushels potatoes, lot flower pots,
the
owners
of
land
adjoining
the
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
three good lanterns, great variety of dishes
Pa., by jumping into the canal.
Miss Martha Linderman spent be used for a reading room, as well j park, as gunning is not allowed on
Lower
Providence
P.
O.,
Pa.
and cooking utensils, 5-piece stuffed parlor
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Saturday and Sunday visiting in as a place to hold entertainments;
suit, rocking chair, stand, 7lamps, mirror,
the
lands
adjacent
to
the
park
and so forth. Something of the kind
Railroad company granted all tele Pottstown. sideboard, wardrobe, centre tabid, oak;
HE ELEVENTH ANNUAL
is needed. Other places of no less, grounds. The Cedar Hill Lime
graph operators on the system an in
6 Windsor chairs, organ stool, sewing ma
Charles
and
Howard
Linderman
Company
will
not
permit
gunning
chine, 2 rugs, carpet for 3 rooms, stair
importance have fire companies and
crease in wages of 8 per cent.
carpet, some rag carpet, 2 bedsteads with
AUTUMN LEAF EXCURSION
spent Sunday with their parents.
fire engines, why not Oaks? Fairs] on its property. Forewarned is
Wednesday, October 9.
springs, 2 bureaus, washstand, 2 boxes for
TO THE
Two men were drowned by the sink
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hoff and and entertainments, to raise the do- forearmed, so have a care.
packing, cot with mattress, 2\ mattresses,
crib with mattress, baby coach, 6 porch
ra-me-fa
sol-la-se-dougb,
have
been
ing of a coal barge a t Fall River, daughter, of Philadelphia, were
Harry Shull visited his parents,
rockers, chairs, 6 cane-seated chairs, 4
the guests of Henry Hoff aud family suggested, and Oaks will awake Mr. an'd Mrs. John Shull, Sunday.
Mass.
wash tubs and wringer, 2 wash boilers,
from its lethargic state of inanition
The Association of Spanish Wai over Sunday.
clothes pins, washboard, brass kettle,
The daughter of Harry Bare, who
oven, ice cream freezer, corner cupboard,
Saturday,
October
13,1907,
and
be
something.
Nurses held their annual session at
was afflicted with diphtheria, is
Paul Kline spent Sunday visiting
zinc, dish washer, oil tank, 60 gals.; large
Old Point Comfort, Va.
Via.
Philadelphia
&
Reading
R.
R.,
under
getting
much
better.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boileau,
his brother, R. K. Kline, of Norris
and small stone crocks, 38 qts. of string
the
auspices
of
the
TOPTON
LUTHERAN
The annual convention of the United
Mr. Howard Yocum,George Yocum,
Mrs. George Smith and Miss ORPHANS’- HOME. Fare for round trip, beans, 9 cans tomatoes, 67 qts. of canned
town.
Brethren churches and Sunday schools
fruit
variety, 1)4 doz. glasses of jelly, 8
Joe Famous, and Amos Ellis, at-, Bessie Smith are sick and under $1.75; children, half price. ‘ Lunch cars at jars ofinfruit
butter, 2 doz. bottles' of cat
of Pennsylvania was held in Johns
tached to each section. The Perkiomen sup and pickles,
tended the Trenton Fair on Wednes the doctor’s care.
empty bottles, lard cans,
will
turn
out
with
its
usual
quota
in
town.
Evansburg
and
Vicinity.
baskets by the dozen, long-handle
day.
Dr. Brown and wife called on us creased in numbers. Perkiomen Junction berry
Miss Julia Elizabeth Swindell, the
window
brush,
2
coal scuttles and shovels,
be reached with 12 cars to start up and numerous other
Mrs. A. H. Brower visited Phila and Mr. Hagginbotham, nominee will
Mrs. Abraham Harley, of Phila
things to be hunted
daughter of the late George Swindell,
the
main
line,
Historical
oration
on
the
for County Treasurer, and Dr. world’s greatest battle on Little Round up by day of sale. Sale at 12.30 sharp.
of Baltimore, Md., was married in delphia, visited John B. Harley and delphia on Friday.
Conditions by
J. C. LANDES,
Weber, of Mont Clare, called at Top at 3.30 p. m.
London.
The rain shower Friday morning Lonely
Agent for Dr. E. A. Krusen.
family last week.
Lonesome,
Valley
Forge
WALT
B.
BIEBER,
Chairman.
Springfield, Mass., boarding house
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
was a set back for the farmers who park, Sunday.
Mrs. Wamsher went to her home proposed
mistresses have formed a boarding
drilling in their wheat for
house union and raised the price ol in Reading on Saturday evening, on next year’s harvest.
HE BLASIUS PIANOS.
board from $5 to $6 a week.
The Family Jar. ,
I have taken the agency (or the sale
account of the illness of her daugh
Ten sections of copper wire was
of
the
Blasius Pianos. These pianos have
“The
body
of
the
late
Major
Jinks
ters.
a wide and most excellent reputation
stolen from the American Long was cremated.”
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
among musicians. A new Blasius Piano
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Thomas; Distance Telegraph and Telephone
“W hat they goin’ to do with It?”
on exhibition at my home.
Company
on
the
hill
near
Betzwood,
“His
widow
has
him
corked
up
In
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Thomas;
Mr.
HENRY YOST, JR.,
The Latest Closing Prices In ths
Friday
night.
That
is
ninety
pounds
8-1.
Collegeville, Pa.
fruit
jar.
Says
it’s
the
last
of
the
Principal Markets.
and Mrs, Robert Thomas Jr., and of wire. The linemen were routed family jars.”—Atlanta Constitution.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet; daughter; and Jacob Thomas, all of
Every
Good
Make
Here.
out early to find the break iu the
winter extras, new, $3.60@3.85; Penn
o b hale.
sylvania roller, clear, $4.10@4.20; city Wayne, spent Sunday with Robert line, and it required the biggest
The cheapest farm in Trappe. Ap
When a girl with an angel food taste Every Gun Guaranteed
mills, fancy, $5.75@6. RYE FLOUR Thomas and family.
ply at I
THIS OFFICE.
part of the day to replace the wire marries a man with a ginger bread
firm, at $4.75 per barrel. WHEAT
that was stolen. The company has- Income It’s a sign that she doesn’t
firm; No. 2 Pennsylvania, red, $1.05
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McGee and had much of their wire stolen, and know on which side her bread Is bet
in Quality and Price.
@l.c5%. CORN steady; -No. 2 yellow,
ob bent.
meal, 71@72c. OATS firm; No. 2 family, of Roxborough, and Miss the linemen are kept busy repairing tered.—Dallas News.
A brick bouse, with modern improve
white, cupped, 57% @ 58c.; lower
ments, in Collegeville. Apply to
grades, 55%c. HAY steady; timothy, Hanna Bean, of Norristown, spent and replacing stolen wire.
8-29.
G. W. ZIMMERMAN.
SINGLE—$3.75 to $9.00. 9 STYLES.
large bales, $20.50. PORK steady; Sunday at D. M. Casselberry’s.
Mr. A. L. Guillermag, foreman of
How’s
This?
family, per barrel, $20.50. BEEF firm;
Forge park, received a very
ob bent.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for DOUBLE—$8.00 to $18.00. 23 STYLES.
family, per barrel, $26@27. POULTRY:
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Renninger and Valley
Nearly new brick bouse, 8 rooms, on
kind letter from Mrs. John W. any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Live steady; hens, 15@15%c.; old
Fifth
avenue, east. Collegeville, Pa. Ap
son,
of
Conshohocken;
Mr.
and
HAMMERLESS--$13.50 to $60.00.
roosters, lie. Dressed firm; choice
Woodside, thanking the employes; by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
ply to
E. A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
F. J. ÇHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo; O.
fowls, 14c.; old roosters, 9%c. BUT Mrs, Charles Heyser, and Mr. and of the Valley Forge park, and for
409 Cherry Street,
20 STYLES.
TER steady; extra creamery, 34c.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
10-3.
Norristown, Pa.
EGGS steady; selected, 27@28o.; Mrs. Harry Heyser and family, of the wreath contributed by them Cheney lor the last 15 years, and believe him
nearby, 25c.; southern, 20@22c. PO Norristown; and Mr. and Mrs. made from the leaves culled from perfectly honorable in all business trans Coats, Leggins, Hats, Belts,
TATOES steady; per bushel, 68@70c.;
the laurel which grew in tbe park actions and financially able to carry out any
ANTED.
North Carolina sweet potatoes, per John A. Heyser, of Philadelphia, es a mark of respect to the memory obligation made by his firm.
Girl to keep house; 2 in family
basket, 33@35c.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
&c., &c., &c.
Good wages. Apply at
BALTIMORE!—WHEAT quiet; No. were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. of her dead husband, who died in
Druggists, Toledo, O.
HORN’S BAKERY, Collegeville, Pa
2 spot, $1.04%@1.05; steamer No. 2 F. Heyser, on Sunday.
Paris and was buried Tuesday of Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
Rifles,
Revolvers,
Powder,
Shot,
&c.
spot, $1.00%@1.00%; southern, 99%@
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
last
week
from
his
residence
in
ANTED.
$1.04. CORN steady; mixed spot, 69%
Mrs. Slocum returned on Monday
of the system. Price 75c. per bot Loaded Shells, Bicycles, Sporting Goods,
A maid for general housework
@69%c.; steamer mixed, 65%@65%c. from a visit to her grandaughters, Philadelphia in Laurel Hill ceme-1 surfaces
tle.
Sold
by
all
druggists.
Testimonials
Edison
and
Victor
Talking
Machines.
Adplyto
833 W. MARSHALL ST.,
tery. The •letter was read to the
OATS steady; white. No. 2, 57%@58c.;
10-10.
Norristown, Pa
No. 3, 54@55c.; No. 4, 50%@51c.; No. the Misses Ballentine, at the State force employed in the park. Mr. free.
Take Hall’s Familv Pills for constipation. All latest and best records here.
2 mixed, 53@54c.; No. 3, 52@52%c.; Normal School, West Chester.
Woodside
was
an
eminent
Philadel
No. 4, 51@51%c. BUTTER steady;
ANTED.
creamery separator extras, 29%® 30c.;
Mr. E. A. Barker has moved into phia financier, and also President
Blacksmith wanted; steady em
st a t e n o t ic e .
held, 23®24c.; prints, 30®31c.; Mary his new residence recently pur of the Valley Forge Park Commis
ployment. Address
Estate of Elizabeth Kelter, deceased.
land and Pennsylvania dairy prints,
BUCK WALTER STOVE CO.,
sion. He died in Paris, whither he Letters testamentary on the estate of
19@20c. EGGS firm: fancy Maryland, chased of Dr. S. B. Horning.
9-5-2t.
Royersford, Pa.
had gone to regain his health. Col. Elizabeth Kelter, late of the borough of
Pennsylvania and Virginia, 24c.; West
E. M. Cleaver and his son Frank A. H. Bowen, Superintendent of the Trappe, Montgomery couuty, Pa., de
Virginia, 23c.; southern, 21@22c.
captured a large raccoon in the Park, and his wife and daughter, ceased, having been granted to tbe under
o t ic e .
signed, all persona indebted to said estate
Pinetown hills on Tuesday night.
BRANDT BUILDING,
The shareholders of the Collegeville
attended the funeral. Owing to are requested to make immediate payment,
Live Stock Markets.
National
Bank of Collegeville, Penna.,
and
those
having
legal
claims
to
present
some
very
important
work
to
be
Over
the
line
in
Skippack
the
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
are hereby notified that a meeting will he
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.35@6.50; Hallman-Kauffman vendetta is still looked after in the park that day, the same without delay to
held in the Bank Building on THURS
Executor,
prime, $6®6.30. SHEEP steady; prime raging. Only lawyers, magistrates Foreman Guillerman could not at 9-19. HENRY W. KRATZ,
DAY, OCTOBER 17, 1907, between the
Norristown, Pa.
wethers, $5.60®5.76; culls and com
hours
of 10 a. m. and 12 m., for the pur
tend
the
funeral,
The
wreath
was
and
constables
have
thus
far
been
mon, $2®3: lambs, $6@7.T5; veal
pose of voting on a proposed increase of
NEXT TO NEW POST OFFICE,
calves, $8®8.50. HOGS lower; prime called upon.' It is hoped that the a plain one, and made by Foreman
capital stock of said bank from $25,000 to
TONE FOR SALE.
heavy, $6.80@6.90; medium, $6.90® services of doctors and undertakers Guillerman, who is a connoiseurat
$50,000.
Good building stone. Apply to
6.95; Yorkers, $6.90; pigs, $6®6.40;
NORRISTOWN,
PENNA.
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa1
tbe business.
will not be required.
rouehs. $5® 6.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,

Knowing
Miss Knowlton
B y MARSHALL LEONARD.
Copyright, 1907, by W illiam Darcy.

I t seemed to Travers that life really
¡began for him when he came to Lester
to superintend the building of the elecitric works, for until then life had been
[uneventful, and he had not known of
'Ada Knowlton.
Even now he merely knew of her,
for Travers was not a ladies’ man. He
¡was too terribly in earnest to shine in
isociety, and, though he had been in
(Lester for nearly two months, he seemied as far from his goal as ever. Every
(Sunday he went to church and sat
(where he could watch the choir where
¡Ada sang, the stained glass forming a
background for the shapely golden
(head. The Rev. Josiah Rumford watch
ed approvingly the expression of rapt
¡Interest th at was upon Travers’ face
all through the sermon. He could not
¡notice th a t the keen blue eyes of the
¡young contractor were upon the choir
¡rather than upon the pulpit, and he
felt gratified th at he should hold his
auditor so well.
So it happened th at the Rev. Josiah
stopped a t the new factory one morn
ing and extended an invitation to
.Travers to join a church picnic the
¡following week.
“It is almost a family affair,” he ex
plained as Jimmie’s hand went down
(into his trousers pocket. “I am not
¡selling tickets. It is purely by invita
tio n and only for the members of the
Sunday school, but I thought th at per
haps you might like to meet some of
the young people and get acquainted.”
Jimmy beamed upon the kindly old
man as he thought of Ada Knowlton
and accepted the invitation with an ef
fusiveness th at caused the minister to
wonder a t certain comments he had
heard regarding the unsociability of
the newcomer.
“He is most cordial,” he told his
wife. “I am sure th at he needs only
to get acquainted to be a decided addi
tion to our little society. I am sorry
th a t I did not look him up earlier.”
Travers echoed the same sentiment
as he went about his work. Surely at

th e picnic he should meet Miss Knowl
ton, and meeting Miss Knowlton had
almost become an obsession with him.
He climbed over the stagings and plat
forms with a light heart as he imagin
ed the manner in which they should
meet. He rather fancied an introduc
tion under the trees. He would ad
vance with bared head and bow low
over her hand. Then she would give
him one of those sunny smiles that al
most seemed to be her habitual expres
sion, and they would go walking to
gether in the leafy shade. Over and
over he mentally rehearsed this scene
until it became almost real to him.
But a t the last moment there came
a complication a t the factory, and it
was after 11 when Travers finally got
away. He lost his way trying to
drive out in a livery buggy, and when
a t last he came to the lake lunch was
over and the merrymakers had scat
tered through the woods.
The minister and his wife insisted
•that he have something to eat, and
(then motherly Mrs. Rumford took him
In charge and introduced him to every
one in sight, but Ada Knowlton was
nowhere to be seen.
He made himself agreeable to the
others, but his eyes continually sought
a sight of the pink dress and golden
head th at had been the attraction. He
had seen them drive past on their way
to the lake, and he had carefully noted
the dress, but not a glimpse of it did
he get until well along in the after
noon.
Here and there the surface of the
lake was dotted with small boats and
canoes, and in one of the latter he
saw the flash of pink that seemed to
communicate its color to his face. Miss
Knowlton, and alone! And she was
paddling in to the landing!
With assumed carelessness, he di
rected his steps toward the tiny wharf
to which the boats were tied. He
¡would be on hand to assist her from
the canoe, and perhaps after he had
Introduced himself there might be a
chance for the walk after all.
He had just reached the dock and
th e frail craft was but twenty yards

away when some one called to the
navigator, and she turned to respond
With a wave of her paddle. As she did
so the canoe tipped over and she was
spilled into the water.
White with horror, Travers stripped
off his coat and his low shoes and
dived to her assistance. He was a
splendid swimmer, and his heart beat
high as he thought of the opportunity
th at had been offered him.
Then something loomed dark above
his head. There was a shock, and all
became black. It was half an hour
later that Travers opened his eyes
again and looked up into Ada Knowlton’s face bending anxiously over him.
His head throbbed with pain, and he
was conscious that it was done up in
bandages.
“Don’t move,” said a gentle voice.
“You will be all right in a few mo-'
ments. You were struck on the head
by the canoe.”
“You were the rescued instead of the
rescuer,” laughed Dr. Pyfrom. “Miss
Knowlton brought you to shore.”
“I am so sorry,” she said, bending
over. “I was pushing the boat in front
of me and did not notice that any one
had dived after me. I should have been
more careful, but I never supposed
th at any one would imagine th at I
was in danger.”
“You seV ’ explained the doctor, “the
lake is only three or four feet deep,
and when we spill out we just walk
ashore.”
“And I, like an ass, didn’t know
that,” murmured Travers. “I only saw
th at Miss Knowlton had gone over
board, and I did not know but what
she might be in trouble. She seemed
to be struggling.”
“That was my skirt,” explained the
girl. “I t caught in the gunwale, and I
had to detach it before I could find my
footing.”
“I guess th at’s about explanation
enough,” put in the physician. “I don’t
w ant to have you come down with a
cold on top of a cut scalp. I guess
you’d better drive into town. Miss
Knowlton needs to go too. She is soak
ed. Do you think you can handle your
horse?”
“I’m all right now,” declared Trav
ers, rising to his feet with the doctor’s
aid. The crowd melted away, and Dr.
Pyfrom and the minister led him to his
buggy. Miss Knowlton climbed in aft
er him, and they started off.
“I suppose,” said Travers as they
cleared the grove, “you must think
th a t I am' lacking in courtesy in not
thanking you for saving my life, but I
am so upset.”
“You ought to scold me for injuring
you,” she declared. “It was very awk
ward of me.”
“You couldn’t know th at I was going
to swim out to you,” he reminded. “I
think I should apologize for being in
the lake at all.”
The girl’s laugh rang out at the sug
gestion. "I’m rather glad that you
were there,” she said, “though I am
sorry that you were injured. I never
was rescued before.”
• “Nor performed a rescue,” he re
minded. “I don’t suppose that you can
claim a gold medal for life saving.”
“I don’t want a reward,” she insist
ed. “You should be entitled to the re
ward, if any one was, because you did
not realize that a rescue was not dan
gerous.”
“I am sufficiently rewarded in th at I
know you,” he declared. “I have been
wanting to meet you for some time.”
Miss Knowlton blushed and changed
the subject. She could not admit ^that
she, too, had felt an interest, but in
her heart she was glad th at they knew
each other, and when Travers took ad
vantage of his unconventional intro
duction to call frequently it was not
long before she consented to reward
him with her band in the conventional
fashion decreed by custom.
"It’s such a short courtship,” she
said, “but I feel that I have known
you for years.”
“It all depends upon the Introduc
tion,” said Travers smilingly. “Bless
that boat!”

HATS
Trimmed Free
of Charge

Lit Brothers

Philadelphia

WE DELIVER ALL SOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON SERVICE TO

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
fr —

...

STORE CLOSES DAILY AT 5.30 P. M.
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Two Yellow. Trading Stamps Instead of One With
Each Ten-Cent Purchase Until 12 o’clock.
SPECIAL opportunity given to
all to fill their Trading Stamp Premiums
Books twice as quickly as in
the regular way—and whilst of Value
supplying every-day needs at
the lowest prices for best and newest kinds: That’s what buying a t Lit
Brothers always means.
From 12 o’clock until closing time we give one Yellow Trading Stamp
with each ten-cent purchase—all these stamps good in any trading stamp
book, wherever and whenever started.

Premiums
of Beauty

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool

| E* For Men’s Fall Suits
^

New “Roslyn” Models—$20 to $25 Values

You Will Find No Such Values Anywhere Else In
Philadelphia

The undersigned will furnish and erect
ID E A L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
F R E E D B O IL E R S — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Gollegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

IO PROVE THIS we ask your most critical examination of these hand
some, up-to-date suits. In style of cut, in fabrics, & in tailoring they
are right up to the minute. Especially good choice of materials, in
cluding newest high-grade worsteds, cheviots & casslmeres, in light
& dark shades of grey & brown, checks, plaids ft mixtures.

All the New Style Effects For 1907 & 1908
Latest model three & four-button single-breasted coats, strictly handtailored throughout—natural shaped shoulders, & a little shorter cut than
last season’s models. Styles run from the more extreme snappy kinds for
dressy young men to the conservative
SIZES TO FIT ALL
models for more elderly tastes.

New$20 to $25
“ROSLYN”
Model Suits

$15

J. H. BOLTON,
44.

Special! Hen’s Top & Rain Coats
$12

Values

$ 7.50

$15 & $18
Values
$ 1 0

Top CoatS—Three-Quarter

$20 & $25
Values

R^IH Coats— Thoroughly

Cut

Waterproofed
These come in black Thibet; also in fancy wor
steds in several shades of grey. Cut 52 inches long
made very full, with broad, natural shaped should
ers. The best values we have ever offered for the
money.

-y

time for you to give your eyes the
required attention. Promptness
in eye troubles mean a saving of
sight.. Lessen the strength on the
eyes with lenses they need to-day
and you’ll be repaid a hundred
fold for acting promptly.
We’ll fit you out with glasses
that will make sick eyes well.

We Are the Exclusive Selling Agents In Philadelphia for the Well-Known, High-Class Garments of ROGERS
PEET & COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY, as Well as for the Celebrated “ROSLYN” MODELS.
'
Second Floor, Market ft Seventh Streets.

P H IL A D E L P H IA = L IT

B R O T H E R S = P H IL A D E L P H IA
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----- USE

DIARRHCEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

Stoves, Ranges,

* * CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

H . li. N Y C E .

Patents
TRADE M AR KS

D esig n s
C opy rig h ts & c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $L Son by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.36,Broad'™»’ New York
Branch Office. 696 F St* Washington, D. C.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,-)

Undertaker - Embalmer
TRAPPE. PA.

1

C O LLEG E V IL L E , P A .

ft

Tin Hoofing and Spouting Done

Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings aud Fire Bifcks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
4 -4 .

- - W h e n in N o rristo w n «
---- IT W ILL ------

PA Y

Y O U

---- TO VISIT-----

SABEIOSKY’S SHOE STORES,
86 AND 138 W . M AIN S T ..
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
at the LOWE8T POS8IBLE
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.

CHAS. A. SABtîLOSKY,
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to 10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
serve them.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease or accidentinihe L O W E R P RO V I D E N CE
MUTUAL LIVE 8TOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CA8SELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
A p p r a is e r s s
THEO. DETWILER, Eaglevllle.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
W . E. BEAN) Trooper.
jy j-R S . M. E. V A N D ER fiLlC E’fi

E A T IN G

H O U SE,

Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
Oollegevllle, Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

ft

H ot A ir F u rn a c e s,

with Best Quality Material.

BA KER SHOE

Jeweler aud Optician,
16 E . M a in fit.
N o rris to w n , P a .

— DEA LER IN —

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT

A Trial

J. D. S A L L A D E ,

Q .E O . A. W E N K IC K ,

CULBERT’S -----

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

R ight N ow
Is the
B est

$15

Exceptionally well cut, well tailored overcoats in
several shades of tan covert cloth, and in fancy grey
effects in worsteds, cheviots ft cassimeres; also in
black Thibet. The new box model, with broad, well
shaped shoulders. Perfect fitting.

Everybody Has Met Him.
The melancholy man looked more
proves the
worth of
than usually downcast—so depressed,
in fact, that one of his acquaintances
was rash enough to ask him what was
the matter.
“Oh, everything!” replied the melan
choly man.
*3.00 SHOE
“Market been against you?”
“No-o, not exactly,” was the re
Flexible
joinder, “but I’m considerably worried
over what may happen next week.”
Welt
“Sickness at home?”
“Not yet,” replied the melancholy
acme of comfort, *3.50.
man, “though I’m afraid that I’m get
ting ready for my regular touch of
malaria about this time of year.” .
“Forewarned is forearmed,” returned our next, choice at $2.50; very stylish and
the other with as much cheerfulness as
good wearing, Goodyear Welt.
he could summon up under the circum
stances. “I see. - Some one of your - - DAVIS SHOE - friends is in trouble, and it’s preying our *2.00 shoe, vici kid, gun metal and
on your mind.”
colt, full of style and service.
“Friends?” sniffed the melancholy
man. “Much good it would do my
friends if I gave them advice. Think
of them? Of course I do, but for all
the benefit they derive from what I
NORRISTOWN, PA.
tell them I might as well never give
them any thoughts a t all.”
“Well, what in thunder is it?” asked
SO YEARS'
the other, coming back to first prin
EXPERIENCE
ciples.
“Oh, everything,” replied the melan
choly man as he despondently turned
away.—New Yorit Press.
The Wisdom of Dorothy;
Dorothy does not relish being left
alone to go to sleep. One night after
she is tucked in bed by her mother,
who then leaves her, she calls to her
father and asks if he isn’t coming to
bed after he finishes his dinner.
“Yes; I’ll go to bed as soon as my.
dinner .digests.”
“All right; cbme upstairs now. Your
dinner will digest upstairs just as weil
as down,” argues the young hopeful.—
Judge’s 'Library.
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IE R K IO M E N V A LLEY
M u tu a l F ir e I n s u r a n c e Co.
o r M o n tg o m e ry C o u n ty .
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In making your purchases at
Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how f t
to buy, and how to sell the thou f t
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

f t FENTON’S STORE.
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m
m
m
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I
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In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

Aft Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
^
Oil, Pntty, Hardware.

ft

•jMg; Gents’ Furnishing Gaods in
S variety.

ft
Incorporated May IS, 1871.

i W. P. FENTON, I

ft

I n n Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, *10,000,000.
Office o f the Company :
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sbcbbtaby.
H. W. KRATZ, President, ‘
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
day of each week ; also every evening.

ft

ft

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ft

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft
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Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay *1.00 for Dead Horses and
*1.50 for Dead Cows.
- i
Both ’Phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L.

Geo. W .

S c h w e ik e r ,

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

F A L L

6

borough authorities.
THEODORE HOOK.
Sec. 10. Said Railway Company shall
at all times keep the snow placed by them
on the side of the tracks, leveled, and shall Stories of the Greatest Practical Joker
not use salt in removing the same.
of His Day.
Sec. 11. Said Railway Company shall
For FA R M ER S to know is where to get the B E S T C H O P P IN G done and
Of the list of geniuses the name of
keep in good repair from time to time and
where to get a full line of the BEST PEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
at all times, at its own expense, all that Theodore Hook is near the top. At
portion of ail streets not paved, now oc sixteen he was making a big income
1Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Qats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
cupied or hereafter to be occupied by said and enjoying great popularity. His
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at
Company, between its tracks and for two
feet outside eaeh rail: and upon the failure name was blazoned in the papers as a'
BE
IT
ENACTED
AND
ORDAINED,
of said Company to keep such space in re- prodigy, his portraits were in the shop
Clamer’s CollegeviUe Grist Mills,
1
by the Burgess and Town Council of the pair, the Council: of said Borough, having windows, and he had free admission to
first
given ten days written notice so to
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
Borough of CoUegeville in Town Council do. may
repair the same at the expense of all theaters and other places of amuse
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
assembled, and it is hereby enacted and said Railway Company. Town Council ment. For years he was a social and
shall be the sole judge of the necessity to literary lion. His last words were:
ordained by authority of the same :
Respectfully,
repair.
This
Store
makes
it
a
“It is only to the grave that I must bo
Section
1.
That
permission
be
and
here
F J. CLAMER.
Sec. 12. If said Railway Company fails carried. If my poor children were
by
is
granted
to
the
Perkiomen
Valiev
EMIL KLAU8FELDER, Manager.
to
perform
any
of
the
conditions
or
stipu
Company, its successors, lessees
point to have All the Traction
or assigns, to construct its said railway lations herein required to be done or per safe I would not care. I am suffering
OO I
through the Borough of CoUegeville, and formed by it, after ten days notice so to under a constant depression of spirits
to operate the same with electric motors do, said Town Council may purchase which no one who sees me in society
newest styles first—not supplied
from overhead wires, having a necessary materials and perform all neces dreams of.”
voltage not exceeding one thousand volts, sary work, and do whatever else may be
Hook’s practical jokes were the talk
or with such other elecrieal or mechanical necessary, so as to fulfil and carry out
“Freak” Styles, but ex equipments,
except the third rail system, any neglected condition or stipulation, of the day. His intimates egged him
and
collect
all
costs,
charges
and
expenses
as the said company, its successors, lessees
on continually, and there was nothing
assigns may deem expedient over and incident to the same from said Railway he would stop at. One day they point
clusive styles that a or
When you have occasion to introduce
across and upon such streets as hereinafter Company by action at law.
Sec. 13. Said Railway Company shall ed out to him* as an appropriate speci
designated, and to locate a single track
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have -your
said streets in such place as may be he subject to the provisions of all ordi men for his museum a gilded eagle of
well-dressed man will upon
home heated with steam or hot water, you
designated by the Borough Council, and nances heretofore, or that may hereafter enormous dimensions which had ju st
subject to the franchises granted to other be, passed by Town Council, regulating been erected over a grocer’s shop. A
want only the most skillful mechanics to
passenger railways.
Corporations on said streets.
wear.
Sec. 14. In case the right of way or any few wpeks afterward while entertain
plan and execute the work.
Sec. 2. That said Company, its success
ors, lessees or assigns, is hereby empow portion thereof of said RaUway Company ing his coterie at dinner a t one of the
ered to enter upon and construct, main over private property as hereinbefore old taverns he ordered the “game” to
tain and operate its railway, and lay and designated, may hereafter become a public be served. To the astonishment of the
“ It’s Just Like This!”
maintain its ties or sleepers and its rails street or highway in said borough, said
and roadbed, and to erect and maintain Town Council hereby expressly reserves guests the waiter entered the room
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
suitable poles for the purpose of said rail the right and power to pass such reason staggering under the burden of a dish
way for the support of wires for supplying able ordinances regulating the use of such of unusual size. On uncovering it
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
electrical power on and along the follow street or highway by said Company, the there was produced the identical eagle
location of its tracks and poles, and the
ing designated ro ute:
proper conditions they last for generations.
BEGINNING at the point of intersection macadamizing and repair of such street or which Hook as a practical joke had
of the Main street opposite the centre line highway, or of any bridge upon the same contrived to carry off. Merely for this
of Clamer Avenue, a private street or by said Comdany, as to Town Council sort of fun Hook used to pull off
“ It’s Just Like This!”
highway not yet laid out, or dedicated to may seem expedient.
knockers and bell bandies, carry away
Sec. 15. Said Borough hereby expresslv tradesmen’s signs, overturn the boxes
the Borough, and the line or track of the
W
e’ve
the
new
things
to
show
reserves
the
right
to
lay
and
construct
CoUegeville
Electric
Railway,
so
as
to
join
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
and make connection with said railway; sewers under such portions of the streets of sleeping janitors and do other devil
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water now ; models that you’ll see and thence proceeding across the eastern on which the right to construct snd oper ment until he had a roomful of house
portion of Main street from the line or ate Traction Company’s line is heretofore hold attachments and street orna
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good worn in the large cities. Every track of the CoUegeville Electric Railway given, and in such event the said Traction ments.
Company to the side or edge of Main Company shaU remove the tracks during
One night Hook was passing a great
where the same is abutted by said the original construction of any such
material and workmanship.
time you buy new clothes you street,
Clamer avenue aforesaid; and thence along sewer to the side of the sewer branch at house where there was a reception of
and over the private grounds of F. J. its own expense, and give to said borough the swellest of the swells. Dinner had
should get something different, Clamer upon what he calls Clamer Avenue, free and uninterrupted right to construct
“ It’s Just Like This!”
to the point where said Clamer avenue such sewer or sewers on such street or Just been announced. He said to the
Fifth avenue, said railway cross streets wherever said Borough shall see friend accompanying him: “John, I’m
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send as you might as well get your crosses
ing Fifth avenue not on grade, but by an proper, using aU reasonable means to con going in here to spend the evening. Call
overhead
bridge; and thence along and struct and complete the sewer so as do for me at 11 o’clock.” The friend was
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put old suit cleaned and pressed and over private
grounds, the rights of way make the time during which the tracks of
which have been acquired, till same the Company shall he removed as short as horrified. Said he in protest, “You do
[you to any avoidable inconvenience.
wear it again. W e invite your over
reaches Ninth avenue in said borough, possible, and after the construction of not know these grand people, and yon
which shall be crossed at grade; after cross said sewer said Traction Company shall
inspection. You’ll find some ing which said right of way extends over construct its roadbed under this ordinance, are not an invited guest.” “That’s all
private grounds until it passes over the the same as though no sewer bad been right. Call for me at 11.” Knocking
borough line.
built. But the right is reserved to said at the door, he gave his hat confident
thing different here.
And to run and maintain wires on said Borough to repair and alter said sewers ly to the lackey and was ushered up
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
I-I2 .
poles or supports now or hereafter to be on such streets as often as the same may stairs. Entering the drawing room, he
erected for the purpose of attaching wires be necessary; the Traction Company al
thereto; to establish circuits for furnish ways removing their tracks for that pur affected at first to have discovered his
ing electric power to said road, and to pose to the side of the branch if required mistake and poured such sallies of wit
and maintain overhead electric trol by CouncU and reconstruct the same after that the host and hostess actually
T H U I I A T FOR m e n erect
wires and the necessary supports alterations and repairs have been made, pressed him to stay for dinner.
That Know ley
I am fully equipped at my New
therefor above the roadway of said streets at their own expense.
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
At 11 o’clock, when his friend called,
or highways.
Sec. 16. Said Traction Company shall
mile South of Perklcmen Bridge,
$ 2 .3 0 and $3.50.
Sec. 3. That at thepoint wheresaid Trac at all times hereafter indemnify and save not knowing whether he would find
tion Company connects with the lands of harmless the Borough of CoUegeville from Hook at the reception or in the lock
to servo my old patrons and in
«
the CollegeviUe Electric RaUway Company, any claim whatsoever fordamages to person
vite new one. to give me a trial.
You’ll be in for one, if you leased, operated and controlled by the or property, that may be had against said up, he was more than astounded on
All work guaranteed.
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company, it Borough by reason of the construction or entering the drawing room to see Hook
the operation of said railway, and from all seated a t the piano delivering some ex
want the style most every shaU make such connection agreeably to fees,
Carriages and Business
costs, charges and expenses incident tempore poetry to a bevy of the fair
the company it connects with, and shaU
Wagons Built to Order
strictly comply with all ordinances ap to the same, and the Borough shall in no est women in the gathering. Perceiv
knowing
young
man
is
wearing.
wise
be held responsible for any claim or
plicable to said Railway Company in the
at Right Prices.
ing the entrance of this friend, the
doing of the work as to method and claims for damages whatsoever.
Now ready for Spring Painting
There are individuality and quality required by that Company, and Sec. 17. Said Traction Company shall practical joker, who had not hitherto
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
under the supervision of the borough au substantially complete the work of con divulged his name, arose and said:
done in ' the shop. Horseshoeing
dash about them that couldn’t thorities.
struction of its proposed railway within
and General Repairing. Keystone
"I’m very much pleased with your fare.
That at the point where said Company the period of two years from the date of
’Phone.
Your cellar’s as good as your cook;
shall
pass
over
Fifth
avenue
by
an
over
have anything added.
Sole head bridge, it shall construct and main the passage of this ordinance under pen My
friend’s Mr. Terry, the player,
R. II. GRATER,
alty of nullifying each and every provision
And
I’m Mr. Theodore Hook.”
tain: at its own expense, such substantial of this ordinance; provided, however, that
HOLD ON THERE!
m agency for Dunlap Hats.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
structure as to make safe the publir travel in the event of non-completion within the
The king, being present and full of
upon said Fifth avenue; and that the piers time specified and the Company can show
Be careful not to place your orders for
or abutments, whether of stone or iron a good and sufficient reason for its delay, enjoyment, took a great fancy to Hook
iBuilding or other Lumber until we have hacj
construction, shall hot be so placed in the nothing herein contained shall prevent and immediately appointed him treas
street as to interfere with public travel, the Borough Council from granting such urer to the island of the Mauritius
Is chance to estimate on your wants. We
either by vehicle or on foot, and the plan extension as may be deemed proper under with a salary of $10,000 a year.—New
by which said structure is to be built shall the circumstances.
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
York Press.
be submitted to the Town Council and by
Sec. 18. This ordinance shall not become
jafl to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
it approved, before said erection takes operative
untU
said
Traction
Company
place.
[Wemay save you a dollar or two, also.
within thirty days after the approval
A Big Boiled Dinner.
221 High Street,
And at the point where said Traction shallthis
RAILROAD HOUSE
ordinance, file its acceptance in
Cooks
in
large hotels and boarding
Company passes over Ninth avenue on of
Gome and see us.
of all the terms and conditions of
grade, it «shall macademize and keep in writing,
this ordinance, with the Clerk of Council, houses may think they get up meals
POTTSTOWN. PA.
perpetual good order and repair, at its and
said Traction Company shall also at on a big scale, but when it comes to
own expense, the entire space between its the time
filing said written acceptance, wholesale cookery the little village of
tracks and at least two feet on the out pay the ofcosts
of advertising, drafting, Liss, on the London and Southwestern
side of each rail for the entire width of transcribing, examining
As Executor,
and printing and
said avenue, the quality of the macadam any other costs incurred in
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
the passage of railway, England, surpasses them all.
Administrator,
and the manner in which the work shall this ordinance. Said written
acceptance At a barbecue held there some years
Good teams furnished promptly
be done to be subject to the approval of shall be under the corporate seal
Trustee,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
of said ago an ox was boiled, not roasted,
the
Town
Council.
Company,
duly
attested
by
the
signature
G uardian,
at reasonable priées.
Sec. 4. At ail places where the said of its proper officers, and in pursuance of whole, and this is how it was done:
and Agent, the
Traction Company shall cross the streets official action authorizing such acceptance. A large hole was dug in the ground
or highway in said borough as aforesaid,
rH E E K m P E E E
See. 19. Upon the performance on the and lined with brick, inside this a
it shall place an iron pipe in the gutter or part
of the said Traction Company of the tank large enough to hold the ox was
Automobiles to Hire.
gutters of such streets or roads under requirements
in the foregoing built. The carcass was then lowered
neath its tracks sufficient to parry the ordinance, andspecified
acceptance upon the part into the tank, having first been placed
water passing over and along said street of said Company,
Automobiles Repaired has large experience. On July 1st it or
the
ordinance
shall be
public road; the length of said pipe
operative and the rights and privi in a case formed by heavy crossbars,
showed the following in its
shall be at least twelve feet and the come
hereby granted shall immediately to which chains were attached. Pul
und Repainted.
diameter shall be at least twelve inches; leges
vest in said Company for itself, its suc leys from a scaffolding above were
the size and quality shall be subject to the cessors,
—AND—
lessees or assigns, upon the con
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
approval of the CouncU of the’ Borough; dition that
all the sections and all the used to raise and lower the ox. Many
such
pipes
to
be
repaired
or
replaced
at
Invested Trust Funds,...... $1,356,195 60
obligations,
condition
and requirements vegetables, such as carrots, onions, cab
the exsense of said Company whenever are fully complied with by
Uninvested Trust Funds..
168 74
said TractioD bages and potatoes, were boiled with
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR . Incomes
necessary, and upon request by Town Company.
and Amounts held
the meat. The boiling required seven
Both ’Phones.
for distribution..............
67,630 19 Council.
this sixth day of September, hours.
Sec. 5. All poles erected under the pro A.Adopted
D.,
1907.
$1,433,989 53 vision of this ordinance shall be rected un
J. T. EBERT,
der the supervision and control as to lo
B, BRANDT, « Proprietor.
Not Quite Clear.
President of Council.
cation upon said street crossings of the
A well known clergyman of Boston
Notice the uninvested trust funds.
authorities of the said borough. The poles Attest: HORACE RIMBY,
Clerk of Council.
was once talking to some friends with
shall be straight and smooth and of such
quality as may be approved by the bor
Approved September 20, 1907.
reference to the desirability of chron
ough authorities; they shall be painted
Walnut Street and Seventh
W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
FRANCIS J. CLAMER, Burgess.
ological coherence in ideas in the form
from top to bottom and shall be as few in
DeEalb
and
Main
Sts.
of written statements, when he ob
number
as
possible
and
expedient;
they
STOP AT THE
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
served that there are times when this
shall be vertical as nearly as possible;
Whitman on Reading.
they shall be placed eight inches inside the
method becomes a trifle too sugges
outer curb line. When poles are planted
“Reading, most of it, by candlelight,
upon paved sidewalks, the sidewalks so indoors, up against a hot register or tive.
“For instance,” said the speaker, “I
disturbed shall be re-paved by the said
®ST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
Traction Company, and the said sidewalk steam pipes, is a disease. I doubt if it once heard a minister in New Hamp
(Opposite Court House).
shall be always re-paved by the said does any one much good. The best shire make his usual Sunday morning
Traction Company whenever the pole is reading seems to need the best open announcements as follows:
——oOo ■
changed. No extra pole shall be erected air. When I was down on the creek—
“ ‘The funeral of the late and much
to carry feed wire unless it be from a
power house within the borough to the Timber creek—and roamed out and lamented sexton takes place on Wed
First-class Accommodations for Han
nearest point on the line of said street.
along the water, I always took a book, nesday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Sec. 5. Said trolley,'and another wires,
—AND—
and Beast.
“ ‘Thanksgiving services will be held
shall be at least eighteen feet above the a little book, however rarely I made
surface of the roadway, and two guard use of it. It might have been once, in this chapel on Thursday morning at
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
wires shall be placed above said trolley twice, three, four, five, even nine 11 o’clock.’ ”—Lippineott’s.
wires to protect the same from other times, I passed along the same trail
Both English and German spoken.
fallen wires.
and never opened the book, but then
A Changed Bird.
Sec. 7. The rails which form connection
An Irishman who wasn’t much of a
on Main street with the Schuylkill Valley there was a tenth time always when
nothing
but
a
book
would
do—
not
tree
Traction Company and extending across
hunter went out to hunt one day, and
P. K. G able, Prop rietor.
Main street to where the private right of or water or anything else—only a the first thing he saw to shoot at was
way begins, shall be flat tram rails, known book, and it was for that tenth trip a bluejay sitting saucily on the top of
as girder rails, and shall have a depth of
not less than six inches and shall have at that I carried the book.” — Extract a fence. He blazed away at the bird
least four and one-balf inches of surface, From Horace Traubel’s Daily Record and then walked over to pick It up.
and shall have a guage oi five feet, two of Conversations With Walt Whitman What he happened to find there was a
and a quarter inches; PROVIDED, HOW In His Old Age at Camden, N. J., in
dead frog, which he raised carefully at
EVER, that said Traction Company shall Century.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Mad e TO ORDER.
We promptly obtain P. B. and Foreign
have the right to lay for the remainder of
arm ’s length, looking at it with a puz
its distance and crossing on Ninth avenue
zled air. Finally he remarked, “Well,
Piles
harness supplies, saddles,
Designs and Estimates furn on grade such T-railcrossing Ninth avenue
The City of Roses.
begobs, but ye was a foine looking
fetter.’ sïivÎf vYlankets f?r summer and
to oonform to the general character of
Shiraz itself is the most beautiful bufd befur Oi blew ther flthers off o’
RPATRTwn/!>roolns> combs, brushes, &c.
T-rail crossing public streets.
ished Free of Charge.
Persian city I saw. City of roses, city
Hie« I * G 0F HARNESS a specialty:
Sec. 8. Said Company shall lay its of poets, city of sunshine, it has al yerse!”—Judge’s Library.
toboxtrad'ra<*e cl^ar8‘ Special attentrucks
on
Main
street
aforesaid
and
erod
IBénd môdéï. skëfcch or photo of invention for i
ing Ninth avenue conforming to the pres ways been famed for its loveliness.
— free
- -book, i
Ridiculous.
, free report
- on patentability.
... For
JJ8?“The I ndependent ’s eig h t pages ent
grade which shall be given to it by Under the brown hills and amid the
W- E. JOHNSON,
“Among the Quakers,” said Miss
the Borough Engineer, and shall replace gardens of roses and oranges there
^ ^ "T R A D E -M A R K S
contain local and g eneral news, a g ri the street in accordance with the terms
providence square , pa
lived the poets Saadi and Hafiz and Wise, “I believe the men wear their
hereinbefore stated.
hats in church.”
cu ltu ral notes, sh o rt sto ries and
•Sec. 9. Whenever hereafter, either in the many another sweet Persian singer.
“How ridiculous!” exclaimed Miss
construction of said railway, or at any Thence has come any inspiration which Gidday. “As if any one could possibly
°bRo « , J t„ ° h '
HERALD
in te re stin g m iscellaneous read in g subsequent time, the Borough shall see has ever animated the nationality of
“ » O K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
be interested in men’s hats!”—Phila
proper to elevate or depress the grade on
I*Hull
n<?i Perforating, Paging, Numbers !Opposite U. S. Patent Office < m atter. A copy ev ery week for 52 said Main street or on the crossing at I Persia, nor does this seem strange to delphia Press.
one
who
has
known
days
spent
in
the
Ninth avenue, occupied by said Traction j
Closes m ®00^8 ior Banks and- Business
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.
Company, the Company shall at its own brown walled, cypress studded gar
w eeks, $1.00.
Vnaen 8pecial attention. Magazines
The men in this country who begin
proper expense, conform its roadway to dens and nights wrapped in soft still
Waply.
K _ done
u u u e quickly
q u i C K i y and
ana
the grade established from time to time ness and bewitched by the power of by knowing it all generally wind up
Add
Estimates cheerfully furnished!
by the Borough, replacing the roadway in
Advertise Your Sales in the
T.ET YOUR Posters Printed al the same manner and of the same material I the mystic Persian moon.—Wide World by asking the way home.—Atlanta Con
^GRGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor. ^ Independent.
stitution.
7
the Independent Office.
as the balance of the street is made by the ' Magazine.
/
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A Very Important Matter

E E A D T .

“It’SJu st Like This!”

Fall Clothes,
$10 TO $25.

GEO. F. CLAMER,

II i JL i l A 1

S

R. M. ROOT,

YOST’S LIVERY

|W.H.GIUSTOCK'S SONS COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Norristown Trust Co.

« MARBLE US-

[Granite W o r k s .

RAMBO HOUSE, HORACE STORE

M arble

G ranite
W orks,

» 1 4 9 S ig h St,

P best harness

PATENTS

II

M

l M

(

A

n o r d in a n c e

P E R M IT T IN G T H E P E H K IO M E N V A L L E Y
T R A C T IO N C O M P A N Y , IT S SU CCESSORS, L E S 
S E E S O R A S S IG N S , T O C O N ST R U C T A N D M A IN 
T A IN A S T R E E T R A IL W A Y W IT H I N T H E B O R 
O U G H O F C O L L E G E V IL L E , A N D T O O P E R A T E
SAM E B Y A N Y P O W E R O T H E R T H A N STEA M
O R H O U S E P O W E R , AS SA ID C O M P A N Y 8 H A L L
F R O M T IM E T O T IM E D E E M E X P E D I E N T , A N D
IM P O S IN G , A L S O , C E R T A IN D U T IE S A N D C O N 
D IT IO N S U P O N S A ID C O M P A N Y A N D T H E IR
F A IT H F U L O B SER V A N CE A N D P E R F O R M A N C E .

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

6

The Independent

A ccording to Dun’s Review7 the liabili

ROBBED CHURCHES
OF TREASURES

ties of bankrupts in June, July, August and
September were more than twice as lqrge as
they were a year ago or two years ago. Tbe
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
Review argues that the figures show nothing
except
that in a tight money market many Valuable Relics Stolen From French
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
heavy manufacturers were not able to g et the
Churches.
financial accommodations they needed.

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.

A t twel ve years of age Keir Hard ie, tbe

Thursday, October 10, 1907.
T he progress of higher education seems
to depend, in a measure, upon flag rushes
and kicking somebody in the ribs.
F riday, October 18, will be Arbor Day.
T he planting of trees is always an important
matter—one that deserves to be persistently
reckoned with from a practical standpoint.
Therefore, plant tr e e s !

T he woman who chartered a train to take
a sick dog to a New York Hospital furnishes
another illustration of the wide range of mor
bid eccentricity. It is not probable that the
needs of a sick child would appeal to her
sympathies.

well-known labor member of the British
Parliament, could neither read nor write, and
the only kind of schooling he received was a
rough drilling in tbe elem ents of reading,
which he obtained by studying books and
notices in shop windows. Those who have a
real thirst for knowledge will not be thwarted
by adverse circuinstances in their efforts to
learn whys and wherefores. The desire to
know begets tbe kind of determination that
usually wins.
A preliminary report on Russian crops
issued by the Statistical Bureau of St. P eters
burg makes the wheat crop 33,600,000 bushels
less than last year, when many provinces
suffered from famine, and 160,000,000 bushels
less than two years ago. The barley is a little
less than last year and a good deal less than
two years ago, and oats are more than last
year, but less than in 1905. Corn is ex-;
pected to be about an average crop, not so
good as last year, but better than two years

A Connecticut statesman advocates the
death penalty for boodlers and grafters. A
penitentiary penalty will do. If the states
man can formulate a sure method of captur
ago,
....................................
ing and convicting boodlers and grafters, he
can dispense with his death penalty scheme.
T he long disputed question as to whether
or not there is such a disease as hydrophobia
T he result of the annual town elections is answered by government experts, after ex
in Connecticut, Monday, shows Democratic haustive experim ents, in tbe affirmative. As
gains. In New Haven and Waterbury, where a result of these thorough tests it is shown
full municipal tickets were chosen, the Demo that hydrophobia is a real disease, germ gen
crats made a close sweep. There appears to erator and infectious, despite all contentions
have been about an even division of opinion of persons who have claimed it was only a
on the question of license and no license.
form of hysteria. The experim ents were
duplicated many tim es in order to develop a
T he political situation in this county in multitude of testimony. In every case the
creases in interest as the distance from inoculated animal developed rabies and died.
election day decreases. Even the ex-foreign
diplomat of the town of Potts, who some
Says the Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin :
tim e ago claimed “ to be taking no interest in There is a great deal in Patrick Odahy’s
politics,” can be depended on to execute a theory that the underlying cause of the
flank movement, should his interest again be present high cost of living in the United
come aroused and accentuated.
States is that every one wants the best. Dur
ing the civil war the prices of flour and meat
F rom the M anchester Union : But life and butter were as high or higher than now.
does not all consist of eating three square B ut there were many people content, with
meals a day and getting a night’s sleep. mush diet at that time, and with lard instead
T here are other things that give an equal, if of butter, and roasted grains for coffee. Peo
not more, satisfaction. One of these is the ple wore clothes then that they consign to the
consciousness of doing a good piece of work. rag bag now, and the whole scale of domestic
T here’s a whole lot in that, and it’s worth economy was simpler. The country is vastly
trying.
better supplied with money now than it was
then, and, while it is true that some staple
A learned Austrian scien tist is quoted articles are dearer, others are cheaper. to the effect that sour milk is “a valuable
F or the first tim e in history the profits
elixir of life.” “It will prolong life materi
ally if taken regularly.” If a sour milk diet and dividends of the Standard Oil Trust,
tends to increase the number of sour disposi from its founding in 1882 up to 1891, when it
tions, mankind might as well worry along was supposed to have liquidated in obedience
with less longevity. However, it is to be to Court decree, were made public Tuesday
assumed that any diet that favors longevity at the hearing of the Government’s suit in
New York to dissolve tbe combine. The
will sweeten human dispositions.
figures were contained in a mass of evidence
Spokesmen for the milk dealers in Phila presented for record by Frank B. Kellogg,
delphia advance the claim that the farmers the special deputy attorney general, who is
are demanding too high a price for milk, and handling the case for the Department of
that the increase in cost to consumers is due Justice, and are taken from the books of the
to the action of the farmers. The fact is the T rust itself. According to the T rust’s own
margin of difference between what the farmer books its total profits from the year 1882 to
Out of
g ets for his milk and what the consumer pays 1891, inclusive, were $132,225,098.
is much greater than the farmer’s profit. The these profits dividends were paid to the
increased cost of feed almost eliminates the amount of $79,164,916.
farmer’s profit, when milk is selling whole
P resident R oosevelt, in a speech at
sale at 4 cents per quart.
St. Louis last week, left no further room for
Governor Hughes of New York is un doubt as to his strong Federalistic notions.
questionably growing rapidly in public favor. Among other things he remarked: “I firmly
The Cleveland (Ohio) Plain-Dealer says: believe that there should be national legisla
“Governor Hughes is not impulsive or mag tion to control all industrial corporations
netic, and, of course, is without any of the doing an interstate business, including the
arts of the demagogue.
But it begins to control of the output of their securities.”
look as if there is a popular elem ent in the The President, aware that the Consitution is
lack of such qualities in a strong man. There not on his side, argues that the Constitution
can be no doubt that Hughes is a sincere re must be interpreted todovetail with the neces
former. His work in the insurance investi sities of national policy—such a policy no
gation first revealed his integrity and sense doubt as the President should happen to de
of public responsibility. In spite of bis sup termine to be the right policy. The trend to
posed lack of personal charm as a Guberna ward centralization of Federal power is one of
torial candidate, he proved to be the strongest the ominous signs of the tim es. The P resi
dent is augmenting the movement which,
man on the ticket. H is sternness and integ analyzed, stands in favor of minimizing indi
rity found a response in the hearts of New vidual and corporate initiative by governmen
Yorkers that politicians had not forseen. H is tal control. . In other words the tendency of
record as Governor has shown him to be in Federalistic centralization is to make the U.
line with the present irresistible demand for S. Government stronger by weakening the
power of the States and the people of the
a more rigid morality in politics and business. States to attend to their own business.; Our
The impression is growing that he is the sort President may be greater than the American
of reformer who represents the dominant Constitution, but a goodly number of Ameri
can citizens fail to so believe.
tendency in American life.”

A

REMARKABLE

CONFESSION

Paris, Oct. 9.—Considerable sensa
tion has been caused by the remark
able confession of Antoine Thomas,
of Clermont-Ferrand, who was arrest
ed with his mother and brother, charg
ed with complicity in the theft ef the
famous cope of Orth, which belonged
to the state and was valued a t $120,000, from the Church ef Ambaxae, near
Limoges. For months precious relics
have been disappearing from churches,
creating the impression th at a gang
of thieves was systematically at work.
Thomas, who gave himself up to clear
his mother and sister, now asserts
th at this theory is correct He declares
th at after the passage ef the church
and state separation law and the tak
ing of the church inventories began,
antiquaries of Paris, some of whom
are millionaires, hired him and others
to go through the country and bribe
the parish priests to surrender the
relics and substitute counterfeits
which could be turned over to the
state. He says this plan of operation
oontinued for months, but as many of
the most valuable ehurch treasures
could not be counterfeited, he finally
NORRISTOWN. p > q .
went boldly into the business of
wholesale burglary. Thamas estimated
the amount of his robberies at $400,000.
The Cope of Orth belonged to the
The Original BORNEMAN
Order of Grammont, or Grammontiano,
whose monastery' was situated at
Muret, near Limoges. It disappeared
during the French Revolution, when
the order was dissolved, and later
---- NOW OPEN AT----turned up in the Church of Ambazac,
from which it was stolen. Thomas
says he sold it to an antiquary of
London for $10,000. He further de
is r o M tis T O 'W is r , p a .
clares th at the antiquaries of Paris
get rid of their “plunder” in England FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY.
THE BEST SERVICE GUARAS.
and America, and announced his in
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
tention to make a clean breast of it
10-18-ly.
S. S. BO KNEMAN, D. D. S.
and expose his accomplices; who have
abandoned him.
None of the well-known antiquaries
of Paris will admit that they ever
dealt with Thomas.
Thomas proceeded to relate how he
was first approached in the m atter of
the thefts in the Masonic lodge of
which he is a member. He began his
work by purchasing religious treas
ures and replacing them with imita
Everything at Reduced Prices.
tions. He finally resorted to downright
theft and made use of a kit of burg
All New and Stylish Clothing.
lar’s tools to force his way into the
churches. He gave a list of the priests
with whom he claims to have had
dealings, but he withheld the names
of the dealers in antiquities who re
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, P m.
ceived the stolen goods.
Thomas declares that on his travels
he found other men engaged in simi
FALL and W IN T E R HATS
lar work, and this indicates th at the
systematic plundering of churches had
A N D C A R S.
been organized on an extensive, scale.
Even stained glass windows have been
1Nobby Fall Caps, 25 and 50c. Winter Caps, aU styles, 50c. up.
taken out and replaced with an in
ferior article, while the substitutes of
imitations for priceless bronzes, ivor
ies, paintings and tapestries have been
Innumerable.
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores,
It is believed th at almost all the
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
treasures were sold in England or
America. A thorough investigation is
being conducted here, and it is be
lieved that some antiquaries of inter
national reputation are implicated.

Ladies Suits, Coats,

Furs, Dress Goods

^rend Unger's.
i

D ental

“P a s l o b s

4 1 5 DEKALB ST.

T he

B ig C lo th in g

E v e n t!

Crawford’s Clearance Sale.

SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, t ^ J o

Tracey, : the Hatter,

38 2. Main Street« Horristown* Pa.

MITCHELL MUCH BETTER
------X
President of United Mine Workers
Able to Attend to Duties.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 8.—John
Mitchell, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, was so much im
proved in health th at he was able to
go to his office at national headquar
ters for a short time. Secretary Wil
son said friends of Mr. Mitchell were
much encouraged, and believed he was
on the road to complete recovery.
Sent to Jail For Twelve Year*.
W est Chester, Pa., Oct. 9.—Granvillo
Muldoon, the young man who created
such a sensation some weeks ago by
the alleged shooting of Miss Belle
McNeil at Hopewell, this county, was
convicted in court here of feloniously
assaulting Mary Kirk, a 14-year-old
girl of East Nottingham, last spring.
Muldoon admitted the crime, and he
exhibited a remarkable abandon on
the witness stand. He was given 12
years in the penitentiary, and yet has
the crime of attacking Miss McNeil
to answer for.
Eloped With Mayor’s Daughter.
Des Moines, la., Oct. 8.—Mayor Ben
nett, of Fort Dodge, who recently is
sued an order th at all bachelors in
that city must wed within a year or
pay a fine, was taken at his word by
Nolan Snow, a chaffeur, who eloped
with the mayor’s daughter, Mabel. The
elopers were married in Fort Dodge
and fled to Des Moines.

Better be Safe
Than Sorry
Many so called investments are
advertised with the alluring word
“Guaranteed.” A safe investment
requires NO guarantee. Norris
town Borough Bonds are not guar
anteed, but any investor would
consider them safe.
Your savings deposited in the
PENN TRUST CO. are not guar
anteed, but are absolutely safe.
Beware'of the word “guaranteed.”

Penn Trust Co.

AT

re
Large and well assorted stock of choice
SUMMER DRESS GOODS, includingj
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces,
broideries, &c. Line of Muslins, Caucoes,|
and Ginghams, complete.

li

The Company that pays 3 PER
CENT. Interest for every day
the money Is on deposit.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
HEN YOU WANT TO BEY
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
W
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.

Zion City For Sale.
Zion City, 111., “ OcL 9.—Following
Voliva’s request that they sell their
property, preparatory to removing to
o r sale.
New Mexico, Voliva’s Zion City fol
8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
lowers advertised $100,000 worth of pike and trolley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
houses and lots for sale.
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500;91
acres, 2 bouses, large barn, $3200; 80 acres,
John D., Jr., on Grand Jury. '
54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14New York, Oct. 8.—John D. Rocke $5600;
room mansion, batb, hot and cold water,
feller, Jr., was sworn in as a member heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,
of the grand jury of the court of gen
8-15.
Eagleville. Pa.
eral sessions.

F

Condemns Divorce, Grants 43 at Once.
Brie, P a , Oct. 9. — Judge Walling
condemned divorces in strong terms,
and granted 43 of them.

SUMMER GOODS

I f you have anything '«
tell, advertise it in the independent

— C a r p e t Sw e e p e rs*
N ix D u r è r e n t S tyles*

GENTS’ FURNISHING
variety. Dress and Neglige Shins
will please buyers.
suitnther
a^i
THE BEST MADE SHOES
JES> to
s” A
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, an
styles.
THE GROCERY ;DEPART5M^h‘ide.]
tains anything, required in goou
pendable stock
,
• Su-imer Hbrse Clothing. Lap Sp
&c. ( •
yìi&ì
Pull line of Hardware, Poultry
Netting—all sizes.

k b . ßfüvvubaok, Tiappe*

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

A Sap®P lace SEEKING RETRIAL
OF HARTJE CASE

If you have valuable papers or securi
ties—deeds, mortgages, judgments, bonds,
or what not, that you desire to have kept
Pittsburg Millionaire in Court With
in a secure, safe place, the

A S P E C IA L T Y .

COLLEGEVILLE

Sensational Letters.

Our new invoice of Black Suits consists of the finest, the
ÊIS PETITION ALREADY FILED
foest, and most perfect fitting garments we ever had, and, further
Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—Claiming that
more, I honestly believe that we not only have the best but are
is prepared to serve you. The new safety they have letters which passed be
[jelling our suits for LESS MONEY than any other stoie.
boxes in the fire and burglar-proof vault tween Thomas Madine, coachman,
I will offer you this season :

Black Clay Serge Suits, all sizes, for $10, $12, $13,
$15 and $18.
pine French Serge, selling elsewhere for $24, we
are selling for $18.
Unfinished Worsted and Black Thibets, double and
single breasted, $10, $15, $18 and $20.
Will tell you later about our striped and plaid Woolep and
Worsted Suits— the best in the country.
Come and inspect.

of the bank will afford room for your
private papers or documents and you.
can feel that they are entirely safe.
You are invited to inspect the safety
boxes, tbe vault, as well as the other de
partments of the bank. The officials will
be glad to give you full information, and
your visit will be appreciated.
Remember, 3 PER CENT.''interest is
paid on all deposits in tbe Savings Fund
Department of the Collegeville National
Bank.

HARDWARE.
We. are Headquarters for all

Always glad to serve you.

binds o f Hardware. Faints,
Oils, Varnisl.es and Glass.

HERMAN WETZEL,
66 and 68 E. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

TOOLS.
If you want any thing in the tooi line,
come to u s; we can supply you
at BOTTOM PRICES.

M ontgomery T rust C o.
118 W est Main S t., Norristown, Pa.

3=E
mm

a
CAPITAL, $250,000.00
SURPLUS, $250,000.00

W IRE OF ALL KINDS
Suitable for House, Garden and Field.

:

mm

PER C E N T .
INTEREST
paid by th is C om pany on Savings
D eposits for every day th e m oney is
on deposit. T his C om pany has paid
to its Savings D epositors 3 p e rc e n t,
in te re st for over 2 3 years,

TheN.H.Benjamin Co.
Jobbers and Retailers- of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOLS. ETC.,

N o. 2 0 5 Bridge St,,
PHtEM I X V IL l.F , PA .
J. P. STETLER, Manager.
BOOTH TO RETIRE

A nd is known for its

STRENGTH and SAFETY
CONSERVATIVE M ETHODS
CARE and INTEGRITY
COURTESY and LIBERALITY
and SOLIDITY
Deposits ot ONE DOLLAR and upward
ird received ■

nwiiMn

THE

OHIO GAS ENGINE
IS SUPERIOR IN

|Economy, - Efficiency, - Regulation, - Durability.
It is Equally Efficient with GAS, ALCOHOL, GASOLINE, DIS
TILLATE or KEROSENE. All sizes, i to 50 H. P. The Ohio Engines
jwe among the very best engines on the market and are sold at reasonable
Iprices. We keep one in stock for demonstration. Come and see it before
pu purchase.

Eldest Son May Assume Salvation
Army Leadership.
Chicago, Oct. 8.—General William
Booth, the octogenarian founder of
and leader of the Salvation Army, has
decided to retire from active work.
At a meeting he addressed in Chicago
he announced th at it was his last ad
dress. In view of hie advanced age,
hie followers declared it probably was
the last oecasion their leader ever
would appear in public.
Though General Booth is hale and
vigorous, the strain of the day's work
plainly told upon him. That he real
izes th at his days are numbered was
suggested by his own announcement
th at his successor had been chosen.
He did not make public the identity
of the person on whom the mantle is
to fall. The popular Idea has been In
this oountry th at his daughter, Com
mander Evangeline Booth, would
succeed him, but this was proved er
roneous when local leaders of the Sal
vation Army asserted authoritatively
th at Bramwell Booth, the general’s
eldest son, now his chief of staff in
London, will succeed to the world
leadership of the organization.

and Mrs. Mary Scott Hartje, which
will result in a complete reversal of
affairs, counsel for August Hartje, the
wealthy Pittsburg paper manufac
turer, appeared before the superior
court here to argue on a petition for
reopening the sensational suit for di
vorce which he brought against his
wife. Argument will be heard on
Monday.
In the petition presented to the
court for Mr. Hartje, he recites that
since the hearing in the case he se
cured letters written by Thomas Ma
dine, the coachman, while he was in
Ireland, to Mrs. Hartje, while she was
at th e Hotel Victoria, in London, and
others which she wrote to the coach
man from there. He relates th at he
is in a position to prove that Mrs.
H artje arranged with the employes of
the hotel to have the letters delivered
privately to her, and that she sup
plied him with envelopes addressed to
herself. He further avers that Mrs.
H artje arranged with a hair-dresser,
Ambroise, of 274 Rue St. Honoré,
Paris, to mail letters through him to
Madine, and that she there received
letters from the coachman and sent
money to him through the same ave
nue. He relates th at the receipt of
the letter by Madine were established
through Madine’s mother, at Down
Patrick, Ireland, and by testi
mony of the coachman’s sister. The
petitioner sets forth that the letters
were in the possession of Madine’s
mother until July of this year, when
he wrote for them, and that on August
6 they were delivered by Madine to a
representative of Mr. Hartje, in To
ronto, Canada.
Other letters, which the petitioner
says he has found since the case were
written, he alleges by Helen Scott
and Ida Scott to Howard A. Lappe, of
Pittsburg, in which the writers indi
cate that, unless their parents paid
them a certain sum of money each
month they would “turn in” for the
petitioner. These letters were writ
ten, according to the petition, on April
27, and April 29, 1907.
The bundles of letters which will
be presented to the court for inspec
tion, the petition says, “speak foi
themselves as to the relations exist-,
ing between Madine and Mrs. Hartje.
Mrs. Hartje Not Worrying.
Pittsburg, Oct. 8.—Very little of a
definite nature is known here regard
ing the sensational developments In
the H artje divorce case, which are al
leged by the woman's husband, Au
gustus Hartje. The allegations con
tained in the petition, asking that the
divorce case be reopened for the pre
sentation of important and sensa
tional new evidence against Mrs.
Hartje, has revived interest in the liti
gation here to a great extent. Mrs.
Mary Scott Hartje, who is visiting at
Ligonier Springs, Pa., in a telephonic
conversation with this city, refused to
discuss the new phases of the case as
alleged by her husband. “I am well
and happy, and not worrying a parti
cle. Yes, I have seen the papers. You
must ask my attorneys for any In
formation.”
WATCHMAN MURDERED

Aged Man Chopped to Death With
Axe and Robbed.
PLOT TO MURDER
Bridgeton, N. J., Oct. 7.—James
Camm, aged 65 years, a night watch
Death By Dynamite Decreed For Prom man for a local basket factory, was
HEADQUARTERS FOR
inent Denver Men.
found murdered at his post. . His head
Denver, Col., Oct. 9. — Governor had been crushed and nearly severed
Henry A. Buchtel, David H. Moffat, from his body. The police arrested
president of the First National Bank Gilbert Notticks, a negro, aged 30
of Denver, and Charles B. Kountze, years, on suspicion of having com
president of the Colorado National mitted the crime. Notticks’ clothing
bank, received through the mails in was blood-stained, and keys, which, it
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
fernal machines containing sufficient is said, have been identified as the
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
dynamite to have caused great de property of the watchmen, were found
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
struction of lives and property had in his pockets. The negro denied hav
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything they been exploded, but warning had ing murdered the watchman, but the
been given to the recipients of the authorities believe he went to the fac
04»re looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
machines by Chief of Police Delaney, tory to rob Camm, who received his
»ill >yon dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
who had obtained a confession from pay from his employers Saturday.
Kemp V. Bigelow, by whom they were Camm was apparently chopped to
mailed, and no one was hurt.
death with an axe which he found be
T h t police have unearthed a plot side the, body covered with blood
to murder five prominent Colorado stains.
132 WEST MAIM STREET,
men. Including Governor Buchtel,
tws.
Hammered Dynamite; Head Blown Off
NORRISTOWN, PA. and mors arrests are promised.
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 7.—Benjamin
Battleship Kentucky Floated.
Formato, foreman of a gang of labor
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 9.—With the as ers, waa blasting slag at the Union
C H E A P FARM. sistance
of seven powerful tugs the Furnace company's plant. While driv
battleship Kentucky, which stranded ing a 25-pound dynamite cartridge in
E s ta b lis h e d - . 1875.
3% miles from station, 1% miles from off Lambert's Point while endeavoring to a drill hole he decided to hammer
trolley, 40 acres, 8-room stone house, to avoid a possible collision with ves it in with a sledge. Formato’s head was
lawn, shade, fruits, meadow, good out sels lying a t anchor in the stream blown off. Anthony Tomillo also was
waiting to take on coal, was floated.
buildings. Price $2000. Cash $1000, bal At high tide the M erritt & Chapman killed and five other men were injured.
ance mortgage at 4 percent.
tug Rescue went to the battleship’s
Thaw Trial December 2.
assistance and the Kentucky was
New York, Oct. 8.—Harry K. Thaw’s
pulled into deep w ater and headed second trial will begin on December 2.
GOT W A LS & BEYER,
under her own steam for the navy This agreement was reached between
55 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. yard.
District Attorney Jerome, Martin V .
Littleton, counsel for Thaw, and Jus
AND
Football Player Killed.
tice
Dowling, of the supreme court.
(ILL STOCK OF
Portage, Pa., Oct. 7.—Thomas Bar- It was announced that Justice Dowl
tram, aged 20 years, of Altoona, Pa., ing will preside at the trial.
received injuries during a football
game that caused his death. Bartram,
Ground to Pieces in Stone Cutter.
IN VARIETY,
Mi
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 9.—Ditto Lu
styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No who is a member of the Altoona Ath
ra8v8.0Itmvent °* Cakes and Confectton- Latest
tions are being closed out at greatly re letic team, was playing against the ciano was ground to pieces in a stone
a-L,?“ fond. Ice Cream and Water duced
prices.
Portage team when he was kicked in cutter at the quarry of Whitmofe,
‘»«Tand1Pm Um .“ glVe“ 40 3upplvtn*
head during a scrimmage. His Rauber & Vlcinius. He was sent to
M r s . F ra n c e s B a rre tt’s, the
death, it is said, will result in prosecu oil machinery and nothing was seen
JOHN H. CUSTER,
M
a in S t ., N ear Sta tio n ,
Ü
tions against those who played Sun of him until parts of his body were
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. day football.
found in cost wheels of the crusher.

Landes M ill Works, Yerkes, Pa.

Men’s F urnishing Goods !

"W
-IL
Æ
. H. GILBERT,

the o u d s t a n d

Choice Bread

Cakes

F

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
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TERRIBLE EXPLOSION

BOY CONFESSR8 MURDER

Four Men Killed, Thirty Horribly In Joseph Wood Admits Killing Ninojured, Twenty Fatally.
Year-Old Ethel Nevlns.
Butler, Pa., Oct. 7.—An explosion,
Camden, N. J., Oct. 8. — Joseph
caused by the upsetting of a metal pot Wood, the 16-year-old prisoner, who
in the No. 1 cupola of the Standard was arrested on suspicion in connec
Steel company here, caused the death tion with the murder of 9-year-old
of four men, fatally injured 20 and Ethel Kevins, whose body was found
seriously injured 10 others.
in a thicket not far from her home in
Nearly all of the men were foreign- East Camden on Saturday, made a
trs. The large wheel plant, 150x100 confession, according to an official
feet, was demolished, causing a loss statem ent issued by Prosecutor Scoestimated at $100,000.
vel, in which he admits having mur
The condition of the 30 men injured dered the child.
is pitiable. Although still alive, the
Ethel Nevins disappeared from he*
features of a majority are mutilated home on Thursday of last week. Her
beyond recognition. The hot metal mother, who is the wife of Henry
was showered over them, causing hor Marx, a trolley car conductor, was in
rible injuries. Arms, fingers and ears the habit of leaving the murdered
were torn off, while number of the child and a younger brother in charge
men had their eyes burned out. Sev of Wood while she went on shopping
eral men are in the hospital with their -tours. The little girl was sent on an
legs burned to a crisp. The physicians errand with her brother Thursday af
attending the injured said a t least 20 ternoon and failed to return home.
of the men would die.
The brother, LeRoy, said he had last
The explosion was caused by the seen her in a thicket near a cemetery
upsetting of a metal pot in the cupola, not far from her home. The mutilated
which contained 5000 pounds of molten body of the child, who had been killed
metal ready for casting. An explosion by being struck on the head with a
followed so quickly that none of the •hatchet, was found not far from where
workmen in the building had a chance her brother said he last saw her. Two
to escape. Streams of the burning me boys stumbled over the body, which
tal poured out on the workmen, some was half covered with debris.
of whom were engulfed and literally
Suspicion pointed to Wood, because
cooked. Twenty men near the cupola Ethel Nevins had told her mother that
had every shred ot clothing blown off she was afraid of him. After his arrest
by the force of the explosion. Many Harvey Harrop, grandfather of one ot
were buried under the wreckage and the boys who found the body of the
were not rescued for an hour after the girl, told the authorities that he had
catastrophe. Buildings in the eity, seen Wood In the thicket where the
from the force ef the explosion, shiv body was found on Thursday and that
ered as if shaken by an earthquake, the boy had a hatchet with which he
and people rushed from their homes was chopping stumps. The girl had
panic-stricken.
been maltreated before the murder.
BOGUS ACCIDENT CASES

TAFT IN SHANGHAI

Philadelphia Trolley Company Starts
Crusade to Check Them.
Philadelphia, Oct. 9. — A crusade
started by detectives of the Rapid
Transit company of this city against
a coterie of men who it is alleged have
been responsible for the unwarranted
bringing of suits for damages against
the company, resulted in the arrest of
John F. Carson, a clerk in the office of
Henry J. Scott, a well known attor
ney, on charges of conspiracy to de
fraud the company and of barratry
and maintenance, which covers the
bringing of suits by persuasion or un
der stress and providing money to
prosecute the same.
It was testified that Carson induced
Frank Trainor, who sustained a slight
injury, to bring suit and when he af
terwards said he did not care to sue,
threatened to cause him trouble if he
settled the case outside of Scott’s of
fice. Carson was held for court and
w arrants were Issued for three others
on a similar charge.
It was testified in court th at Scott
had represented 201 complainants
against the company since January 1,
while before Carson went with him
and far a long time prior to January
1 he had represented but 21 cases.
The Transit company at its annual
meeting issued a statem ent in which
it was shown that the claims paid by
the company in damage suits and on
settlements amounted during the past
year to a 2 per cent, dividend on the
stock.

Secretary Greeted By Chinese and
Americans.
Shanghai, Oct. 8. — Secretary ol
W ar William H. Taft and the mem
bers of his party arrived here on the
steamer Minnesota, which is convey
ing him from Japan to Manila. Tha
Chinese and the foreign residents oi
Shanghai united in giving the distin
guished visitor the heartiest weiccms
that ever has been extended to a for
eign statesman.
Mr. Taft dedicated the building ot
the Young Men’s Christian Association
He made a brief address in which he
said that the work of the associatior
among the Chinese was a great stej
in the interests of civilization, and he
was followed by, several Chinese of
ficials who spoke in approval of the
undertaking.
Later the secretary was given an
elaborate reception by the Chinese res
idents. This function was out of doors
in a native garden. The decorations
were most picturesque, the garden
looking like a fairyland. The promot
ers of the reception were prominent
Chinese merchants, representing 4i
of the guilds formerly in the boycott
movements against American manufacurers. The change of sentiment to
day was marked.

AID CAME TOO LATE
Check to Pay Judgment Came After
Bottler Cut HIc Throat.
Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—Hyman Hun
gerleider, aged 52 years, a bottler re
siding in the southern section of this
city, committed suicide by cutting his
throat under unusually tragic condi
tions.
Unable to meet a judgment which
was due, he took his 6-year-old son
John and went to his place of business,
not far from his home. While the boy
waited he sharpened a large knife on
a grind stone, and when he had fin
ished he sent the child home, telling
him to bring his mother to the bot
tling establishment at once. The boy
ran home, and when the mother re
turned she found Hungerleider lying
in the cellar with his throat cut. He
died in a short time. Half an hour
after the man ended his life Mrs. Hun
gerleider received a letter from New
York, which contained a check suffi
cient to cover the note which had
driven he'r husband to suicide.
Robbed, Beaten and Bound to Track.
Cleveland, Oct. 8.—Beaten into in
sensibility by thugs and bound hand
and foot across the railroad tracks in
the Pennsylvania yards here, Samuel
H. Shaw, a sailor of Port Huron, Mich.,
narrowly escaped being ground to
death by a freight train. Shaw was
robbed by three men, who after knock
ing him senseless, bound him to the
track. He was discovered by the en
gineer of the train, who barely man
aged to stop a few feet from the pros
trate man.
Dr. and Mrs. Rowland Acquitted.
Raleigh, N. C., Oct. 7.—The jury in
the Rowland murder trial returned a
verdict of acquittal. There were few
people in the court room at the time.
The jury took the case late Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. David Rowland were
jointly charged with poisoning the wo
man’s former husband, Charles R.
Strange.
Acquitted and Killed by Lightning.
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 8.—Dock Willis,
a young planter acquitted last week
of the murder of Sheriff Edwards in
Shelby county, was struck and killed
by lightning just over the state line
in Louisiana.
Bled to Death at Norristown.
Norristown, Pa., Oct. 8. — Harry
Beldeman, 25 years old, was killed at
Taubel’s hosiery mills by the bursting
of a whlzzer. His right leg was sev
ered and he bled to death.

HASN’T BAGGED A BEAR
No One in President’s Party Has Yei
Sighted One.
Stamboul, La., Oct. 9. — Secretary
Lat.ta returned from his visit to th»
president in the latter’s camp on th«
Tensas river, bringing with him a
batch of newly dictated letters an«
recollections of a very wet night i*
camp.
No one has yet sighted a bear, bui
the dogs found a trail, and the profes
sional hunters said th at the baying
meant a real bear.
It was so dark then, however, tha)
it became necessary to call the hum
off. The president puts In much of his
time in camp in reading and in con
versing with his associates and th«
guides and hunters who accompany
them.
This Army Ride Too Hot For ’Em.
Washington, Oct. 8.—Several Unitec
States 'army officers with “game legs,’
“fat hearts” or “cantankerous liver3,’
filed mournfully Into the - army sur
geon’s office for examination, in ordei
to avoid the killing horseback rid«
that President Roosevelt has decree«
all revolving chair soldiers in Wcsh
ington shall take. Fifteen miles, five'
on a walk, five on a trot and five on a
gallop, is the task. Among these staff
officers are a number who cannot navi
gate a horse. Thirty-five were pro
nounced physically fit to start.
Wireless Reaches Manila.
Sydney, N. S., Oct. 8.—While Mar
coni experts were testing new receiv
ing cones at the top of the towers ai
the station at Morien, an operator was
In communication with the wireless
station at Manila. The message re
ceived was th at the American cruisei
Philadelphia had arrived there. Th«
Marconi people account for the occur
rence by the theory that the cone ai
Manila must have been in perfect
tune with that at Morien.
Boy Killed by Live Wire.
Camden, N. J., Oct. 9.—Adclph Fet
ter, a 12-year-old boy, was crossing s
high bridge over the Pennsylvani«
railroad tracks when a high wind car
rled several wires across the bridge
A live wire was strnong them and »
strand wound about young Fetter, anc
when released he was horribly burned
and unconscious. He died five minutes
later.
Cassie Chadwick Baptized.
Columbus, O., Oct. 9.—While lying
on her bed In the hospital ward ol
the Ohio penitentiary, Mrs. Cassi«
Chadwick, who is serving a term in
the Ohio penitentiary for wrecking
the First National bank at Oberlin
O., was baptized Into the Romat
Catholic faith by Father Kelly, chap
lain at the Drison.
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FARM AND GARDEN.
A Stylist.
Uncle—Here, my boy, are a couple
of chocolate cigars. But where are
Some Points on Cultivation and the you going with them? Lltt!- Tohnny—
Use of Fertilizers.
Why, I am going to eat the in the
Living in one of the best fruit sec smoking room.—Meggendorfer Blatter.
tions of New York, I have been inter
It is a dangerous thing to dig pits
ested in growing peaches and other
fruits for about thirty-five years, says for other folks.—French Proverb.
a writer in New England Homestead.
His Preference.
Practically all sorts do well in Niagara
“Now, Patsy, if it should come to a
county. Our soil is a gravelly one, es
pecially adapted to fruit culture. Peach real issue which would you rather lose,
trees are at their best when about your money or your life?”
“Me loife, begorra. Oi’m savin’ me
money for me ould age.”—Bohemian.

MARKET PEACHES.

THE PIGGERY.
A Type of Movable Building Handy
For the Farmer.
The type of house here shown may
be built in two sizes. The larger size,
the completed structure illustrated in
the first figure, is 8 feet wide by 10
feet long, 7 feet 2 inches high in front
and 3 feet high in rear. The smaller
bouse, the frame and completed struc
ture of which are shown in the second
figure, is 6 feel wide, 8 feet long, 6 feet
2 inches in front and 3 feet high in the
rear. The construction of these houses
is simple, as may be seen from the
cuts.
The floor is built first with 2 by 4’s
as stringers, and the frame is held oc'
the floor by blocks at each corner. The
large sized house is provided with two
doors in front and a temporary mova
ble partition in the middle, so that the
cot can easily be adjusted to accom
modate two lots of swine at the same
time. On a level with the glass win-

It is better to he unborn than un
taught, for ignorance is the root of
misfortune.—Plato.
Character.
According to an old French saying,
“A man’s character is like his shadow,
which sometimes follows and some
times precedes him and which is oc
casionally longer, occasionally shorter
than he is.”
Few men have been admired b f
their own domestics.—Montaigne.

LA U GE S IZ E HOO COT.

<s>

S M A L L S IZ E H O O COT.

-

The small cot will accommodate from
three to five mature animals and the
large cot from seven to nine.
Although the Wisconsin experiment
station has a large hog house, with
feed room, scales, etc., cots such as
these have been found a convenient
means of enlarging the facilities of the
piggery. Of their general advantages
Mr. J. G. Fuller says:
“With the cot system the farm er or
breeder can enlarge his accommoda
tions as the size of his herd increases.
The mud and vermin which are sure
to accumulate around a large hog
house can easily be avoided with the
small houses and by occasionally mov
ing them to a fresh spot of ground.
Where it is necessary to keep only a
few hogs together or where several
animals must be provided with sep
arate quarters the cot becomes an in
dispensable factor and can be used to
advantage on any farm.”
Consolidated Farms.
To make one large farm out of sev
eral small ones may prove a good dis
position for cheap farm properties in
some localities. Large consolidated
farms seem to be doing well in many
instances and to have less trouble with
the labor problem than do the smaller
farms.—American Cultivator.

A R E B E T T E R THAN M O S T C L O T H E S AT

$10, $15, $18, $20, $25, and $30.
They’re equal to the highest priced custom-made. When you buy
Weitzenkorn Clothes you buy the most satisfactory garments that skill
and care can produce. Their worth has been proven by the test of
time. For nearly fifty years Weitzenkorn’s have been the best clothes
the people in Montgomery, Berks and Chester counties could buy, and
to-day, with the added experience of all these years, they are better
than ever. All the new FALL GARMENTS are ready and a variety of
styles, patterns and colors is the largest we’ve ever shown.

Special Men’s $15 Cravenette Rain Coat, $12.50.

B O YS ’ C LO T H E S

I/,
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SHOCK PEACHES.

* TEST EYES *

— AND —
eight years old. Some trees a t this
age will yield from four to five bush
els annually. I think it best to prune
in the spring. We cut out the tops
and all dead vyood th at may result
from winter freezing or other causes.
I think it well to keep all wood that Also REPAIR Spectacles and
is not active cut out.
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,
We begin cultivation in our orchards
as soon as the ground is dry enough
in the spring. We use a pulverizer
and disk until the early part of Au
gust. We have not used any commer
cial fertilizer, but add barnyard ma
nure in the orchard when and where
it is needed, this being put on during
the winter. We thin our peaches reg
S3S HIGH STREET,
ularly and find it pays.
In the same journal is given an il 10-11.
POTT8TOWN, PA.
lustration of Beer’s Smock, which is
popular as a market peach in the or
chard sections of Michigan. I t ripens
the last of September, and its harvest
ing season lasts until about Oct. 10.
FOR
The samples shown were taken from
a tree seven years old and from which
was gathered last season four bushels
of prime fruit. They netted the grow
er $2 per bushel a t the orchard.
-GO TO-

FITSPECT4GLES

dows there is also a drop window,
preferabiy hung on hinges, fastened at
the top for ventilation and sunlight.
The lumber required for the large
house, 8 feet wide and 10 feet long, in
cluding floor, is as follows:
Twenty pieces 2 by 4 inches, 10 feet
long, for frame and stringers.
Two pieces 2 by 4 inches, 10 feet
Jong, for frame In ends.
Twenty pieces 1 by 12 inches, 10
feet long, fbr roof and ends.
The material, including the door,
hinges and glass, will cost between
J16 and if17, The lumber required for
the house 6 feet wide and 8 feet long
is as follows:
Twelve pieces, 2 by 4 inches, 16 feet
long, for frame; four pieces, 1 by 12
inches, 16 feet long (rough), for floor;
thirteen pieces, 1 by 12 inches, 16 feet
long, for roof and ends; ten battens,
16 feet long, for sealing cracks be
tween boards.
The total cost of material to build
the small cot, with floor, door and win
dow complete, amounts to about
$12.50. For neatness, economy, dura
bility and comfort to the animals this
type of cot is excellent. Where it is
desirable to keep a number of hogs in
one lot the large size is preferable.

W BITZENKOfiN C L O T H E S

And Replace Broken Lenses

Boys’ Tan Covert and Golf Red Fall Reefer Coats, at $2.98.
Boys’ Scotch Cheviot “ Dudely” Suits, two pair pants, $3.85.
Boys’ Brown Plaid Knickerbocker Norfolk Suits, at $5.00.
Boys’ Handsome Worsted Suits, Plain Double-breasted or Yoke
Coats, $7.50.

is c h h o s s w m e o

F>ti*

,

Maker*
Newton*

Salesm en Sam ple Blouse Suits, $JL98.

W E IT Z E N K O R N S , *« **!***»

Kerper & Custer, Jewelers

Are you thinking of heating your house with
Steam or Hot Water ?

THE F fiE E D B O ILF fiS
ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely no better
boiler made, either in square or round designs.
The cut shown here is the style of our latest designed WATER
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A -l Steam as well as Water
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires,
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furnishing i
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be asfetrrd
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed against
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.

FRESH GOODS

TOOLS AND WAGONS.
Providing Shelter For All Implements
Saves Expense.
“I either shelter my tools or burn
them. A tool not worth sheltering is
not worth keeping. My wagon has not
been out four nights in the ten years
th at I have run it. The hay rack is
drawn up by pulleys over the barn
floor, except when I thrash, and then
it is put in a tool barn.
“My horse rake has been in use over
twenty summers and has never had a
tire set. I have had but two mowing
machines in my farming, and I seldom
cut less than eighty acres each year.
My potato crates are kept sheltered
and filled and set in the cellar. They
have strips under them to keep them
off the ground.”
These were the words of a very care
ful farmer and a successful one. Go
ing by his place one will note an ap
pearance of thrift and neatness. The
buildings are in good repair and well
painted. There is a large wood pile and
a roomy wood shed. One notices also
the absence of womout wagons,
sleighs, harrows, cultivators, etc., scat
tered about. His tools are kept in re
pair, and he does not buy more than
he can shelter.
By Way of Contrast.
I went through a farmer’s orchard,
back of his bam, last fall, and it had
the remains of nearly a dozen old
wagons standing around, with tall
weeds grown up through and among
them and gone to seed. I wondered
how he would gather his apples, says
a writer in American Cultivator. It
would be a tedious and unsatisfactory
task to cut these weeds.
Many of these wagons might have
been repaired for very much less than
the cost of new ones. Above all, he
was in debt for the w a g o n s bought to
replace these old ones. A self binder
th at cost $125, on which he has been
paying interest for ten years, stood
out in a snowdrift last winter.
Next to providing shelter for wagons
and tools it is wise to have a place
where they may be comfortably re
paired in winter or on rainy days.

Holding Cotton at Home.
I will tell you how 1 have done for
thirty years here in Texas, says a
Farm Brevities.
Profit depends as much on the .cost writer in Farm and Ranch. When in
the fall I begin to pick I sell when the
of production as on the selling price.
The good, square walk as a gait for price suits me. Then when it gets low
a farm horse is the most valuable of er by the rush of cotton on the market
I place large rails or poles skinned flat
any.
on
ground three feet apart and place
The rotation of crops does not call
for more plowing, but less, and more my cotton on them edgewise, not
touching each other. After the first
stirring of the soil.
The difference between a good and rain X change the bale on the other
inferior care taker is everything in the edge and continue this plan as late as
m atter of success or failure in cattle May, waiting upon the market and
selling when I get ready or,am com
feeding.
In nearly all cases the offspring of pelled to sell and not calling upon
immature, undeveloped animals is in banker or merchant or any other per
ferior to that of mature and full son. This cotton, every bale, has kept
perfectly sound, and not a pound is the
grown parents.
It is the surplus or increase of price least damaged.
above the cost of production th at adds
Virgin Soil For Hotbeds.
to the prosperity of the people.
Prepare the soil for hotbeds now.
Where the pungent smell of am
monia Is noticed as escaping from the Virgin soil from the woods is best for
manure it may be taken as an indica bedding melons, cukes and Sweet po
tatoes. It is nearly always dry and
tion of loss.
In feeding fattening cattle they easily handled in October. Haul and
should be kept quiet and comfortable pile it up near the hotbeds so th at it
in order that they may eat heartily, can be covered later on. Then when
digest their food well and take on bedding time comes it will be in fine
rionnUa —Tinnsas F a r m a r _____________ shaDe to work.—Farm Journal.

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
-.■Fp.ets eoijyefl

Try Oar Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits

l l P v '1

and Confectionery.

D a n iel H . B a r tm a n ,
C O LLEG E V IL L E , FA .

S team Fitters’ H eater Co.

STEAM. FITTERS
'H E A T F .P CO

f lr a n c h Office :
Home Office and Works :
R O Y E R S F O K D , PA .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone Connections.

COLLS'ffe Vi LLE

Daily and Sunday Papers.

High-Grade

- FURNITURE -

FER TILIZ ER S

SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR

MR F A R M E R :

The first thing to decide, i s :
“Where will I purchase ?”

No use trying to make farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil

MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.

Before making your choice, It will be to
your advantage to calk and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collepie Furniture Store
Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW

with any but A n i m a l GOOD8.

Bone Fertilizer.

Poor soil

will make the farmer poor;
rich soil wiU make the farmer
rich.
NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops
and more money, by using

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.

THIS SPACE reserved for New
Advertisement of WEITZENKORN’S

A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

SHOE STORE, POTTSTOWN, PA.
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

Old established and reliable ; on
the market for more than thirty
years.
More actual plant food for
the money than in any other.
Give it a trial and be convinced.

If your dealer does not handle
it, write us giving his name and
we will see that you are sup
plied.

Write to-day.

JACOB TR IN L E Y ,
LINFIELD, PA.

B FURNISHING

Bl

C O L L E C E V IL L E

Undertaker > Eibalmer Marble and Granite Works,

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA. All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
'P hone No. 18.

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

Subscribe fer The Independent.
EIGHT PAGES, 62 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.

M a in St. C olle ge ville .

